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IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY

THIS PACKAGE INCLUDES COPYRIGHT COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND OTHER COPYRIGHT AND CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS, WITH A LICENCE AGREEMENT AND LIMITED 
WARRANTIES. THE LICENCE AGREEMENT RESTRICTS USE OF THE ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, IMPOSES OBLIGATIONS ON THE LICENSEE AND RESTRICTS THE LIABILITY OF 
COMPUTALABEL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED. IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THE ENCLOSED LICENCE TERMS, RETURN THIS PACKAGE INTACT TO COMPUTALABEL INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED WITHIN SEVEN DAYS OF PURCHASE FOR A FULL REFUND. IF YOU OPEN THIS PACKAGE YOU WILL BE DEEMED TO BE A LICENSEE AND TO HAVE ACCEPTED THE 
TERMS OF THE ENCLOSED LICENCE. THESE TERMS DO NOT AFFECT CONSUMERS’ STATUTORY RIGHTS.

Copyright (c) Computalabel International Limited 1997-2017

1. Parties
 In this licence, the Licensor shall mean Computalabel International Limited, Long Cottage, Scraptoft Rise, Scraptoft, Leicestershire, UK, and the Licensee shall be   
 the person who installs this package and any other person who uses the computer programs to which this licence relates.
2. The Software
 This licence governs the Licensee’s use in whole or in part of the WBC4 program and associated documentation, together with subsequent corrections,    
additions and modifications (“the Software”) (which expression shall be deemed to refer to the whole or any part or parts of such programs and      
documentation).
3. Use of the Software by the Licensee
 3.1 This licence confers on the Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the Software on a computer processor to the extent    
  necessary for the effective processing by the Licensee of data in accordance with these conditions and by means of the Software. This Licence is   
  for the use of the Software on one computer processor at any one time and the Licensee shall restrict loading and use of the Software    
  accordingly. Except as provided in 3.2 below, no copies of the Software may be taken.
 3.2 The Licensee may make one back-up copy of the Software for security purposes only. Except for such security copy, no other copies of any other   
  part of the Software not incidental  to use of the Software as permitted in 3.1 above shall be made and the Licensee shall not download or    
  transmit the Software to or permit it to be accessed from any unlicensed equipment or by any third party.
 3.3 The Licensee shall not enhance or vary the Software nor permit the Software to be incorporated in any other equipment, systems or software.
4. Intellectual Property and Confidentiality
 4.1 Subject to the rights granted to the Licensee by this licence, the Licensee acknowledges that all and any propriety rights in the Software (including   
  but not limited to copyright) and in all associated documentation and other materials related to the Software whether existing or to be developed   
  shall be and remain the sole property of the Licensor.
 4.2 The Software, all associated documentation and all copies and extracts of and from the Software are secret and confidential to the Licensor. The   
  Licensee shall take all measures necessary to maintain confidence and secrecy in the Software both for the duration of this licence and after its   
  termination, howsoever caused. Disclosure shall be limited to those members of the Licensee’s staff who need access to the Software to enable   
  the Licensee properly to exercise this licence. These confidentiality obligations extend to the structure, sequence, organisation, screen    
  presentation and methods of use of the Software.
 4.3 The Licensee shall ensure that all copies (if any) and extracts from the Software and its associated documentation made or disclosed by the    
  Licensee carry the Licensor’s copyright notice in the form shown on the original and shall ensure that no such notice is deleted, amended or    
  obscured.
5. Warranty and Support Services
 5.1 For a period of 90 days from the date of purchase of the Software, the Licensor warrants that the Software will perform substantially in    
  accordance with the Licensor’s published specifications, and the Licensor shall use its reasonable endeavours to correct faults in the Software    
  which the Licensee reports to the Licensor (with sufficient supporting documentation relating to such faults) and that the medium upon which the   
  Software is delivered shall be substantially free from defects in workmanship and materials under normal use and that any defective medium will   
  be replaced free of charge within the 90-day period.
 5.2 If the Licensor receives duly-completed User Registration Details from the Licensee within 30 days of the date of this licence, then for a period of   
  12 months following receipt by the Licensor of duly-completed User Registration Details, the Licensor shall provide free of charge to the Licensee   
  the following support services (“the Support Services”):
  5.2.1 correction of the Software should the Software fail to perform substantially in accordance with the Licensor’s published specifications,   
   and the Licensor shall use its reasonable endeavours to correct faults in the Software which the Licensee reports to the Licensor (with   
   sufficient supporting documentation relating to such faults);
  5.2.2 access during normal UK business hours to a telephone hotline to obtain advice on and assistance with the use of the Software on   
   computer processors; and
  5.2.3 the opportunity for the duration of this licence to purchase upgraded versions of the Software and associated documentation.
  5.3 The provision of the Support Services shall be conditional upon:
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  5.3.1 the correct operation and use of the Software and of the equipment on which it is run by the Licensee in accordance with best    
   computing practice and the terms of this licence;
  5.3.2 compliance with the Licensor’s recommendations and advice on the use of the Software; and
  5.3.3 the Licensee’s prompt reporting to the Licensor in writing all program faults which become apparent to the Licensee. The Licensee   
  shall use known faulty Software at its own discretion and entirely at its own sole risk.
 5.4 Unless otherwise agreed by the Licensor, the Licensee shall not permit or assist any other person to provide any maintenance or support services   
  in respect of the Software.
6. Indemnity and Liabilities
 6.1 Subject to 6.2 below, the Licensor warrants to the Licensee that the Software as supplied by the Licensor will not infringe any copyright, patent or   
  other intellectual property right of any third party. Conditionally upon the Licensee promptly giving notice to the Licensor of any claim or alleged    
  infringement and allowing the Licensor to have sole control of negotiations on and any defence of the claim, the Licensor shall in its discretion and   
  at its own cost either compromise or defend the claim and shall hold the Licensee harmless from any resulting final judgment, order or settlement.
 6.2 The Licensor shall have the right to replace or change the Software so as to avoid infringement and to require the Licensee to accept a licence to   
  use such replaced or changed software in substitution for this licence, provided that the software as substituted is substantially suitable for the    
  Licensee’s use. The Licensor’s maximum liability to the Licensee under 6.1 above shall not exceed the WBC4 Licence Fee paid by the    
 Licensee and specified in the Particulars. If the licensee becomes aware of a potential claim under 6.1 above, the Licensor shall be entitled then    
 or at any time thereafter to discharge its liabilities (including potential, accruing and accrued liabilities) to the Licensee under 6.1 above by     
 requiring the Licensee to surrender this licence and to cease use of the Software upon the Licensor paying to the Licensee a sum equivalent to     
 the maximum amount of the Licensor’s liability as stated above.
 6.3 SUBJECT TO 6.2 ABOVE, THE LICENSOR DOES NOT SEEK TO LIMIT OR EXCLUDE LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR FOR PERSONAL INJURY   
  ARISING FROM ITS NEGLIGENCE OR BREACH OF CONTRACT.
 6.4 THE LICENSOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR FINANCIAL CAUSED BY ANY   
  DELAY IN OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE THE SUPPORT SERVICES OR BY THE DELIVERY, USE, PERFORMANCE, QUALITY OR SUITABILITY OF THE   
  SOFTWARE OR AS A RESULT OF NEGLIGENCE OR BREACH OF CONTRACT BY THE LICENSOR IN RELATION TO THE SOFTWARE OR IN   
  RELATION TO THE SUPPORT SERVICES. IN PARTICULAR, THE LICENSOR SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR LOSS OF OR DAMAGE TO ANY   
  DATA OR OTHER COMPUTER PROGRAM USED WITH THE SOFTWARE, OR FOR THE COSTS OF RECOVERING SUCH DATA OR COMPUTER   
  PROGRAMS.
 6.5 BECAUSE THE LICENSOR HAS NO CONTROL OVER THE WAY IN WHICH THE SOFTWARE MAY BE USED, THE LICENSEE SHALL    
  INDEMNIFY THE LICENSOR AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE POSSESSION OR USE OF THE    
  SOFTWARE NOT BEING CLAIMS OF THE KIND DESCRIBED IN 6.1 AND 6.2 ABOVE.
7. Length of Licence
 7.1 This licence shall be deemed to commence on the installation of the package by the Licensee and the Licensee shall have the right to terminate 
               this licence by giving written notice to the Licensor at any time. The Licensor may only terminate this licence on written notice after the expiry of 
  five years unless earlier terminated for breach by the Licensee or surrender under 6.2 above.
 7.2 The provision of the Support Services shall commence upon receipt by the Licensor of duly-completed User Registration Details and shall    
  continue for twelve months unless earlier terminated.
 7.3 The Licensor may terminate the Licensee’s right to use the Software and to receive the Support Services under this licence immediately on notice   
  if:
  7.3.1 the Licensee shall expressly or impliedly repudiate this licence by refusing or threatening to refuse to observe any of its conditions; or
  7.3.2 the Licensee shall fail to make payment of any amount due to and invoiced by the Licensor or to observe any of the conditions to    
   which this licence is subject and, after the Licensee’s attention has been drawn by notice to such failure, shall fail to remedy the matter   
   to the Licensor’s reasonable satisfaction within (30) days of the giving of such notice; or
  7.3.3 the Licensee suffers or threatens to suffer any form of insolvency administration.
 7.4 On termination of the licence for whatever reason, the Licensee shall cease to load, store, copy or use the Software and shall delete the Software   
  from any computer equipment upon which it has been run by the Licensee, and shall destroy the Software and all associated documentation and   
  other related materials. The Licensee shall continue after termination to enforce confidence and secrecy in respect of the Software and all    
  associated documentation and related materials.
8. General
 8.1 This licence is personal to the Licensee and the Licensee shall not assign, sub-let, grant or transfer any interest in it to any third party or exercise   
  this licence for the benefit or on the data of any third party. The Licensor shall be entitled to assign or sub-contract its rights and obligations under   
  this licence to a third party.
 8.2 This licence shall be construed in accordance with English Law and the parties shall hereby submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English   
  Courts.

This program, it’s associated documentation and computer files © Computalabel International Ltd. 1997-2017.
All other trade marks are the property of their respective owners.



First of all, thank you for buying WBC4.

WBC4 is the latest barcode creator from Computalabel International, creators 
of the world’s first and most successful PostScript barcode generator.

WBC4 is a single application for creating a number of different barcode types. 

WBC4 allows you to produce barcodes to international specifications 
conveniently and inexpensively within your own working environment. You gain 
not only in the elimination of third-party costs but also in increased flexibility and 
greater control over your production process.

You can use WBC4 in combination with a DTP or drawing package, such as 
CorelDraw, Illustrator and In-Design.
WBC4 must be used in conjunction with one of these packages since it is not 
designed to print barcodes on its own. You use WBC4 to create a barcode 
image and save it as a graphic file. You then import the barcode directly into 
your design, treating it just like any other graphic.
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WBC4 will operate on any Windows compatible PC running Windows  XP, 
Vista, 7 , 8 or 10 with at least 35Mb of free memory. WBC4 EPS files will print 
to any PostScript printer (or other printer via the appropriate software).

 

You can obtain free telephone support on any aspect of WBC4 by calling 
Computalabel International between 9am and 5pm (UK time) from Monday to 
Friday.

Phone 0116-243-2653 in the UK or Int + 44-116-243-2653 from overseas.
 

Customers in North America should call our office in Newburyport, MA:  
80 Tukey Hill Road, Newburyport, MA 01950, USA

Phone: 978 462 0993
  800 289 0993
Fax:  978 462 0303
 
Alternatively, you can e-mail our support desk at: support@computalabel.com

Compatibility

Support



The WBC4.6 software consists of a number of components:

The WBC4.6 application

The application is stored in a folder called "WBC4.6" which is located in your 
Programs directory. The folder also contains an item called "WBC4 Libs".
Do not move or rename WBC4.6 or WBC4 Libs.

The "WBC46 Registration" file

If you have purchased WBC4.6, you will have 
received a registration file, which is required 
to unlock the software, allowing you to save files. 

If a valid registration file is not installed, WBC4 will run in demo mode - the 
Save function will not be available.

The registration file is called "WBC46 Registration". "WBC46 Registration" will 
unlock any copy of WBC4.6x.

If it has been sent as a .zip package, it should be unzipped before use.

WBC4 fonts

Various fonts are supplied for use with WBC4. They include:
OpticalBeta  OpticalAlpha   MBC3Symbols
AIAG-Bold  AIAG-Condensed  IKS
NewSans  OpticalInvert   Contcodes

All of these fonts were developed by Computalabel and we place no restrictions 
on their normal distribution and use. You may copy them and distribute as you 
see fit.

The fonts are installed in your Fonts directory. 

Supplementary files and folders 

The following folders are also installed into the WBC4.6 Documents folder 
which is stored in your Documents directory:

 2.1

Getting Started
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Templates
 This is where you store WBC4 EPS files that can be opened from the 
 Templates menu.

Data
 This folder is used to store the Range List files which are used with 
 ISBN barcodes (see Chapter 15).

Custom Formats
 This folder holds the Custom Format files which can add a new barcode  
 option and HRC layout to your list of available barcode types.

Supplementary Files

 Calibration Pattern - see Chapter 7: Quality & Adjustment
 
WBC4UserGuide.pdf

The WBC4 installer is normally downloaded as a zip file.

When you open the zip file, you will see the WBC4 SetUp application.

Installation Procedure
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Double-click on WBC4SetUp. The following window will appear:

When you click the Next button, the WBC4SetUp application will place the 
WBC4 application and it's associated files onto your hard drive.  A folder called 
WBC4.6 will be created in your Program Files directory. 
 
The SetUp application allows you to overwrite the default location and 
subsequent screens offer other installation choices.

If you have purchased WBC4, you will have received a registration file, which 
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is required to unlock the software, allowing you to save files. 

If a valid registration file is not installed, WBC4 will run in demo mode - the 
Save function will not be available.

The registration file is called WBC46 Registration. Files called "WBC45 
Registration", "WBC44 Registration", etc. are only valid for use with earlier 
versions of WBC4.

WBC46 Registration will unlock any copy of WBC4.6x
If it has been sent as a .zip package, the registration file should be unzipped 
before use.

You can place the file into the WBC4.6 folder in your Applications directory, or 
you can have WBC4 move it for you.

When you run WBC4 for the first time, it will look in the WBC 4.6 Documents 
folder (inside your Documents directory) for a valid registration file. If it doesn't 
find one, it will display the following window allowing you to locate the 
registration file or continue in demo mode:

If you click on the Locate button, you will be able to specify the location of your 
registration file and WBC4 will move it to the correct location.

WBC4 is now ready to use.
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Symbologies & Specifications

Specifications

WBC4 can produce a number of different barcode types. Each type (or 
symbology) is governed by an official specification. If a barcode is created in 
accordance with the specification, it can be scanned on any scanner which has 
been designed for that symbology.
 

There are two different types of barcode specification, the Symbology 
Specification and the Application Specification.

The Symbology Specification dictates how the barcode is constructed, what sort 
of data it can carry, how it is encoded and the dimensions of the bars and 
spaces.

The Application Specification will dictate which symbology is to be used and will 
define the meaning of the data that is contained in the barcode. It may apply to 
only a specific area, such as a particular industry or corporation, or in the case 
of specifications that are administered by GS1, the entire global system for item 
recognition between trading groups. The symbologies supported by WBC4 are 
as follows:

 

EAN
Retail items outside of the U.S. and Canada

ITF 
Bulk packaging (traded unit) barcodes

(US version shown)

UPC
Retail items within the U.S. and Canada
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Symbologies and Specifications Examples

 

 
Some symbologies have multiple formats. For example, EAN consists of a 
13-digit variant (EAN-13) and an eight-digit version EAN-8. It also has optional 
"add-on" codes (a second group of bars to the right of the main code, encoding 
an additional 2 or 5 digits)

Code 128
GS1 Supplementary information

ISBN
Book Barcodes

QR Codes 
High-density 2D Codes GS1-Databar

 

This ISSN+2 barcode
uses a two-digit add-on

ISSN
Magazine Barcodes

Royal Mail
RM4SCC Code

Intelligent Mail

Code 39
Various uses outside of GS1 system

Codabar
Various uses outside of GS1 system
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A full list of symbologies and their variants:

In addition to the variants listed above many symbologies also have additional variants. 

Some may differ from standard barcode types only by the size and position of the text 
associated with the barcode (otherwise known as the Human-Readable Characters or 
HRCs - the bars are the "machine-readable" part). Others may have extra characters or 
symbols that are not represented in the barcode or may have only some of the 
characters visible.
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To make the production of barcodes as simple as possible, we’ve included as 
many of these special variations as possible in WBC4 and can include others 
on request. New formats can be added via the Custom Formats folder. 
 
The Custom Formats folder contains special files availlable from 
Computalabel International which will add a new HRC layout to your copy of 
WBC4. Just let us know the font size and position of any HRCs and static text 
and we will supply a file free of charge which you can freely copy and distribute.

The new option will appear in your Barcode Selector window. 

Symbologies and Specifications Specifications

This barcode actually contains 
12 characters, though only the 
first 6 are displayed with the 
code.

This example shows an ISBN-
13+5 barcode which includes 
the "strippable" symbol.



When you first launch the WBC4 application, it displays a start-up window for a 
few seconds and then you will see the standard WBC4 interface with the default 
barcode type selected.

If this is not the barcode type you require, you will need to select the barcode 
type from the Barcode Selector window.

When you choose New from the File menu or Code Type from the Settings 
menu, the Barcode Selector panel appears:

 4.1

Making a Barcode
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On the left side of the Selector panel there are buttons to select the barcode 
symbology (or family). 

The choice you make determines which barcode variants are displayed in the 
panel on the right. 
All of the available barcode types are shown, with the popular options listed at 
the top and other options are listed below in alphabetical order.

When you click on a barcode option, a brief description is displayed in the Info 
Box.

WBC4 has 3 main windows, the Code Window, where you type the barcode 
data and where the barcode is displayed, and two Inspector windows which 
contain various controls which alter the appearance of your barcode.

At the top of the Code Window there is  an Information Area. It contains the 
same information you saw in the barcode Selector window, but also has more 
detailed information as well. The Information Area can be opened and closed 
by clicking on the disclosure button.

This button reveals the 
Information Area

The Editor Window



To create a barcode, type a number into the Code field and click on the Draw 
button. If you are using a fixed length barcode type, the Draw button will 
become active when you have entered the correct number of digits. 

When you click on the Draw button, the barcode is drawn on-screen. It may be 
necessary to re-size the Code Window to see all of the barcode.

If you enter an incorrect number, you will see a warning telling you that the 
check digit is not correct (see Chapter 6 for more information on check digits).

To save the barcode to disk, just click on the Save... button and WBC4 will save 
an EPS file. 

The default file name is the barcode type followed by the barcode number, but 
you can substitute any name you wish. 

Making a Barcode Drawing/Saving

 4.3

Saving & Exporting



The EPS file that is saved can be opened or placed in any software that 
supports the EPS format. 

It can also be opened in WBC4 and all of the settings you used will be restored.

However if you open the barcode in another program and then save, even if 
you save in EPS format, WBC4 will no longer be able to open the file.

It is also possible to produce barcodes in formats other than eps:

 .jpg JPEG and TIFF barcodes saved as a bit-mapped image. You will 
  be asked to specify the resolution that will be used. We .tif  recommend the highest resolution available so that bar and space 
  dimensions are not distorted.

Unlike EPS files, exported files cannot be re-opened by WBC4.

Making a Barcode Saving

 4.4



Making a Barcode Saving

 4.5

Barcode files can be saved to any location but if you save them into the 
Templates folder (in the WBC4 Documents folder), they will be available from 
the Templates menu.

The Templates menu is a good way access your frequently-used barcode 
styles. If you make the file Read Only (via Windows Explorer's Properties 
panel), you can guard against changes to the size, adjustment and other 
settings.

Saving via the Save button or the Save, Save As.. and Export.. menu items 
are the only ways to save a barcode image. You cannot copy barcodes in 
WBC4 and paste (or drop) them into other software. Also, you can only have 
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one barcode document on screen at one time, so if you have a barcode on 
screen and open a new document, WBC4 will ask if you want to save any 
changes to the current document.

There are a number of ways that you can open EPS WBC4 files:

The Open... menu item
The Open Recent... menu
The Templates menu
By dropping a single WBC4 EPS file onto the WBC4 application

If you have associated the EPS file type with WBC4 in Default Programs, you 
can open a WBC4 file by double-clicking on it. However, this will cause EPS 
files saved from other applications to also launch WBC4 when you double-click 
on them. 

Making a Barcode Saving & Opening

Opening

the Open Recent... menu
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WBC4 allows you to view measurements in inches or in millimetres. 

You can use the Units menu in the Dims panel to flip between the two 
systems.

Most barcode specifications allow barcodes to be printed at differing sizes (or 
magnification), usually a percentage of the standard (or nominal) size. 

Barcode Size

80% 100% 130%
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For Code 39, Code 128, Datamatrix, Codabar and  ITF, you can specify size 
by setting the width of the narrow bar as well.  

On-screen measurements show the overall size of the barcode (including 
mandatory margins) and the area taken by the bars:

WBC4 allows you to adjust the size, within the limits allowed by the 
symbology specification. 

The size of the code should reflect the accuracy of the printing method which 
you are employing as well as the practical considerations of the area available. 
The larger the code, the less chance there is of error. Always use the largest 
possible size. 

The Overall Height of the barcode is given as the distance from the top of the 
bars (or the text if it extends above the bars) to the base of the human readable 
characters. You can alter this height without changing the width of the code or 
its bars and spaces. A reduction in height is called truncation.

You must take care that the truncation you apply does not compromise the 
scannability of the code. For example, many barcode scanners at checkouts 
read the code with a figure-of-eight action. This allows the object to be 
presented to the scanner at a variety of angles. If the code is truncated 
excessively, it becomes difficult for the scanning beam to pass all of the way 
through the code and scanning will be impaired. 

Barcode Size Height

good
good

good

bad

bad

good
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Some barcode specifications, including those covering UPC-A, EAN-13, ISBN-
13 and ISSN state that the height of the barcode should only be reduced when 
there is a physical constraint (e.g. the size of the item). Design considerations 
(e.g. aesthetic reasons) are not considered a valid reason for truncation below 
the standard size.

A quick look around a supermarket will demonstrate that the rules are often 
broken when it comes to truncation. Barcodes are frequently truncated without 
physical constraints. Customers ask us if it is "OK" for their barcodes to be 
truncated too. Our response is always that the rules are there for a reason - 
no supplier is immune if a retailer chooses to enforce them. 

In other environments, usually outside of retail, some barcode readers use a 
wand, a pen shaped instrument, which is moved over the barcode. Where 

wands are used it is usually possible to truncate to a greater degree.
When the Recommended Height checkbox is ticked, the height of the barcode 
changes as you change the Mag Factor or Narrow Bar setting. As the title 
suggests, the barcode height will always be the recommended height for the 
chosen magnification.

To change the height of the barcode independently, you must first uncheck the 
Recommended Height box. 

You may specify barcode height as the Bar Height or Overall Height.
Overall Height includes the bars, human readable characters and the specified 
margins at the top and base of the barcode.

The height can be changed using the arrows or by typing the value.

Barcode Size Height
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Some barcode types are based on bars of different thickness, all derived from 
the width of the narrowest bar, ( 2 x narrow bar, 3 x narrow bar, etc..)

Some barcode types also have a variable ratio of narrow to wide bars. For 
example, Code 39 permits ratios in the range of 2:1 (wide bars are twice the 
width of narrow bars) to 3:1 (three times the width), therefore the width of the 
code can be altered by changing the narrow bar width or by changing the ratio.

Variable ratio is only available for:

 Code 39
 Codabar
 ITF (but not ITF-14)

Using a smaller ratio will result in a smaller overall code size for the same 
narrow bar width. However, small ratios make scanning more difficult.

We also recommend that ratio values at the limits of the allowed range should 
be avoided. For example, Code 39 allows ratios of between 2:1 and 3:1.
Using the settings of 3:1 and 2:1 should be avoided as there is a danger that 
variations in print quality may cause the ratio to slightly exceed the limits.  

Code 39 barcodes are constructed from 
two different bar widths.

In this example the wide bars are 2.1 
times the width of the narrow bars.
(ratio = 2.1:1)

In this example, the narrow bar width is 
the same, but the ratio is 2.9:1

Ratio

Barcode Size Ratio
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Data & Check Digits
All barcode symbologies restrict the data that can be encoded in certain ways.

All have a maximum and minimum number of characters that can be encoded in 
a single barcode. For some barcode types, it may be a fixed number, e.g. 12 
digits for UPC-A, 13-digits for EAN-13. Other types such as Code 39 or QR 
Codes allow for a range of data string lengths.

All symbologies also restrict the set of characters that can be included. It may 
be numbers only (EAN, UPC, ITF) or a wider range of allowed characters such 
as for Code128 and QR Codes..

Some barcode types have a particular format which has to be adhered to.
ISBN-13 data, for example, must always start with "978" or "979" and must 
contain 4 hyphens. 

The Draw button is not active until sufficient digits have been entered
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Sometimes, the restrictions will differ between sub-variants of a particular 
symbology. GS1-128 uses "application identifiers" to define the meaning of the 
data.

Most barcodes also use check digits to validate the data. The check digit is a 
character, normally placed at the end of the data, which is calculated from the 
other data characters. There are a number of different check digit calculations 
used for different barcode types. Most of them are designed to guard against 
the transposition of two digits in the data (the most common form of error when 
keying in numbers).

For example - here is the check digit algorithm for EAN-13:

1. Starting from the right of the number and excluding the check digit, add 
 each alternate digit.

2. Multiply the result of 1. by 3

3. Add all remaining digits.

4. Add result 2. to result 3.

5. The check digit is the smallest number which when added to  the result of 
 step (4) produces an exact multiple of 10.

The check digit for the number 401234567890 is calculated as follows:

1. 0+8+6+4+2+0 = 20
2. 20 x 3 = 60
3. 9+7+5+3+1+4 = 29
4. 60 + 29 = 89
5. 89 + 1 = 90 - therefore the check digit is 1.

Check digits are not foolproof, but they offer a good level of protection against 
data-entry errors. Therefore, whenever barcode numbers are communicated, 
the check digit should be included.

Data & Check Digits Formats
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Data & Check Digits Formats
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Data & Check Digits

The Data panel lets you choose the way in which the barcode check digit is 
handled by selecting an item from the Check Digit pop-up menu. You can 
choose any one of three options:

1)  To check that the check digit is correct (Verify).

2)  You can have WBC4 Auto-correct it (whatever you enter as the last digit, it 
is replaced by the correct check digit).

3)  You can Ignore the check digit completely (i.e. in cases where a check digit 
is not used).

The Data Kind menu lets you select Alphanumeric or Numeric only data for 
your barcode. In most cases the choice will be made for you by the type of 
barcode you are creating. The feature is of use, however, when you create 
Code 128 barcodes, as numeric-only codes are more compact than codes 
where the Alphanumeric setting has been used (even if the barcode contains 
only numbers).

There is also the option to select a Fixed Length barcode by checking the 
appropriate checkbox. Note - some barcode types are always fixed length. In 
such cases the Fixed Length checkbox will be unavailable.

Data
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Data & Check Digits

Batch Processing lets you create a 
batch of barcodes in a single operation. 
The batch can be an incrementing 
sequence of barcode numbers or it can 
use data from an external file such as 
a database, spreadsheet or word 
processor file. It is also possible to 
enter or paste a list of barcode 
numbers into the window.

The Batch Processing window is 
accessed from the Settings menu.

When the Batch Processing window is displayed, you can select Increment 
or From file by clicking on one of the radio buttons.

Batch Processing
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Data & Check Digits Batch Processing
Incrementing

When Increment is selected, you can set the increment amount from 1 to 10, 
100, 1000, 10000 or "Other". This sets the amount by which the barcode 
number increases each time a barcode file is saved. 

Incrementing and Check Digits

Increment values of 1 through 9 are only possible when a check digit is not 
used, so Check Digit should be set to Ignore in the Data panel.

Check Digit should never be set to Verify when using incrementing as batch 
production will be interrupted when WBC4 detects an incorrect check digit.

When you use an increment of 10 (or more), it is possible to set Check Digit to 
Auto-correct and WBC4 will supply the correct check digit while the next to 
last digit of the barcode increments by 1.

For example, if you start with a UPC-A barcode number of 123456700000 and 
increment by 10, the sequence will continue as:

123456700017
123456700024
123456700031
123456700048, etc...

The number that is entered in the Code field of the main Code Window will 
always be the first barcode that is generated when incrementing. The number 
that you enter in the Qty field in the Batch processing window is the total 
number of barcodes that will be produced (this only applies to incrementing 
batches - the quantity produced using imported data is determined by the 
number of items imported).

It is possible to save a data file of the sequence by clicking "Save data file".
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Importing batch data from a file
When you import data from an external file, the file must contain barcode data, 
but may (depending on the settings you choose) also contain other data. The 
file must be in text format (e.g. .txt or .csv) and data in the file must be 
separated by delimiters. Regular spreadsheet file formats such as .xls cannot 
be imported.

A delimiter is a character which separates the data and cannot be mistaken for 
a data character.

Many spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel allow you to specify the 
type of delimiter when you export or save. If you are using a word processor, it 
is sufficient to save as a text-only file so long as you have entered the 
appropriate delimiters between the data.

WBC4 allows 4 types of delimitation:
Comma-delimited: Commas or carriage return 
characters must separate each data item. When using this option, the file must 
contain only barcode data.

Tab-delimited:  Tabs or carriage return characters must separate each data 
item. When using this option, the file must contain only barcode data.

Multi-column comma delimited: use this option if your data has multiple 
columns separated by commas and lines of data are separated by a return 
character. One column of data must contain barcode data, others may contain 
the content for the Txt1 and Txt2 fields. Some columns can contain other data 
which will be ignored.

Multi-column tab delimited: use this option if your data has multiple columns 
separated by tabs and lines of data are separated by a return character. One 
column of data must contain barcode data, others may contain the content for 
the Txt1 and Txt2 fields. Some columns can contain other data which will be 
ignored.

The type of file must be selected from the menu before importing.

Data & Check Digits Batch Processing
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Data & Check Digits Batch Processing

Clicking on the Import button displays a file dialog which allows you to select 
the file to be imported. If no errors are detected during importation, the imported 
data is displayed in the scrollable edit field.

Each item of data is displayed on a separate line. You can re-size the window 
to see all of the columns of data. You can edit the data after importing to correct 
any errors.
If you have chosen one of the multi-column options, you must assign the 
columns of data that will be used for the barcode and (optionally), the Txt1 and 
Txt2 text fields. It is also possible to import the file names from the file.

Batch Production
The type of barcode files that will be exported is chosen from the File Type 
menu. You can choose from EPS, PDF, TIFF and JPEG.
EPS and PDF files use vector imaging so they are resolution-independent, but 
TIFF and JPEG files are bitmapped so the resolution (in dots per inch) must be 
specified using the D.P.I. field.

Resolution values between 300 and 3000 d.p.i. are allowed but care must be 
taken to ensure that the resolution is high enough to produce good quality 
barcodes. A higher resolution value means bigger files and slower processing 
but is recommend wherever possible, particularly with small (lower 
magnification) barcodes.
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Data & Check Digits Batch Processing

When you are ready to create the batch of barcodes, click on the Run button 
and select the destination folder.

When the destination has been chosen by clicking on the Choose button, batch 
processing starts and a progress box is displayed.

You can abort the batch production by clicking on the Cancel button.

Barcode files are named according to the data they contain. The name may 
also be prefixed by the barcode type depending on the settings you have made 
in WBC4’s Preferences window.
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Importing add-on data

If you are using a barcode type which allows an add-on such as ISBN-13+5, it 
is possible to import the add-on data as well, simply by adding the addon data 
after the barcode data (without a space or other delimiter).

Data & Check Digits Batch Processing
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Barcode specifications define the dimensions of the bar and spaces within a 
barcode and the allowed deviation or tolerance. Barcode scanners are 
manufactured to read any code which complies with the specification.

However, if any part of a barcode falls outside the allowed tolerance, the 
barcode may not scan correctly. The tolerance allowed varies both according to 
the symbology and the size of the printed code. The tolerance for an 80% 
magnification UPC or EAN code is plus or minus 35 microns, whereas the 
tolerance for a 100% ITF code is +/- 300 microns (1 micron is one-thousandth of 
a millimetre, or 0.000039 inches).

Some WBC4 file formats such as JPEG and TIFF are bitmap images 
(constructed from very small dots) but EPS differs in that it is a vector format 
(described by points, lines and curves).

The EPS barcodes produced by WBC4 are perfect in their bar and space 
dimensions, although they are subject to subsequent processes which can 
affect their quality:

Firstly, when the EPS barcode is printed on an imagesetter or other device, it is 
converted from the mathematically perfect vector image to a bitmap image 
consisting of a number of dots.
As the dots on the imagesetter overlap, they cause the bars of the code to get 

bigger (and consequently the spaces get smaller). The amount of growth (or 
gain) is usually dependent on the resolution of the imagesetter and the size of 
the dots it produces.

Vector bar

Bitmap bar

Quality & Adjustment
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The higher the resolution, the better the image quality available. At present, the 
resolutions available on PostScript printers varies from 300 dots per inch (d.p.i.) 
on a cheap laser printer to 5000 d.p.i. or beyond on the highest quality 
imagesetters. WBC4 lets you compensate for this effect with its Device 
Compensation feature.

The second area of degradation is the final printing process. Most printing 
presses will cause the bars to thicken to some degree. This may be due to ink 
spread or a squashing effect in the case of flexo or letterpress printing.
Both of these effects can be compensated for by producing the barcode with 

thinner bars. If the amount of thinning is correct, the bars will grow back to their 
correct dimensions when printed.

The compensation factor is known as Bar Width Adjustment (BWA). One way 
to find out how much BWA is needed is to produce a sample barcode without 
any compensation and to measure the amount of gain after it has been printed. 
Computalabel provides a free service to all users to scan their first sample and 
advise on the amount of BWA needed. Also, some printing companies have 
barcode verification equipment with which they can measure the amount of 
gain. The average amount of gain is the amount to thin the bars by. For 
example if your barcode is 20 microns too thick on average, you should apply 
-20 microns of BWA.

It is always advisable to get your barcodes accurately measured before applying 

Quality & Adjustment Bitmaps / Bar Width Adjustment

A
B

If we know how much the bars are thickening, we can adjust 
the bar width to compensate.

We make the bars thinner and then when they thicken during 
printing, they return to the correct width.

The difference in measurement between A and B is the 
amount of bar growth. For example, if A is 300 microns and 
B is 330 microns, the amount of growth is 30 microns.

-30 microns is the amount of adjustment we should apply.
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Device Compensation & BWA, but if you have no alternative, the following 
tables may help:

 Resolution (dots per inch)  Compensation Amount
 1200 dpi     -21 microns
 1750 dpi     -15 microns
 2400 dpi     -11 microns
 2540 dpi     -10 microns
 3386 dpi     -8 microns
 4000 dpi     -6 microns
 5080 dpi     -5 microns

 Print Method    Amount of BWA
 Offset Litho     - 5 microns
 Letterpress     -15 microns
 Narrow Web Flexo      -20 microns 
 Wide Web Flexo    -40 to -100 microns

The above figures are intended as a guide only. There is no substitute for 
getting your barcodes tested!

Another method that can be used to determine the right amount of adjustment is  
the Calibration Pattern, which is a graphic file supplied with WBC4. The image 
contains a number of lines spaced progressively further and further apart.
 
When the image is printed, it is possible to read off the amount of thickening.

The pattern should be printed using exactly the same process that will be used 
when you print your barcodes. If you use a number of processes or printing 
presses, it is recommended that you test each one. 

The calibration pattern is supplied in metric and imperial versions.
Simply choose the measurement system that you normally use.

Calibration Pattern

Quality & Adjustment Bar Width Adjustment / Calibration Pattern
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The pattern must be printed at 100% magnification. If you alter the size, the 
readings will be invalid.

The calibration pattern has a strip on top with a scale reading from left to right 
and another strip below with a scale reading from right to left.

Starting at zero, look for the first white bar and using the scale, read off the 
value. Do this for both strips (reading right to left on the lower strip) so that you 
have two values.

Add them together and divide the result by 2. This will give you the average. 

The result indicates the amount that the bars 
of the barcode will thicken when you print. 
This amount should be compensated for in the 
Adjustment panel.

For example, in the result below, the first white 
bar that can be seen is around the 20 micron 
point, so a setting of -20 microns will be used. 

If you need any further information or assistance in using the calibration 
patterns, please contact: support@computalabel.com

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

thousandths
of an inch
(0.001”)

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

200 175 150 125 100 75 50 25 0

microns
(0.001 mm)

Quality & Adjustment Calibration Pattern
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The digits printed (usually) below the barcode are known as Human Readable 
Characters (the bars are the machine-readable part).

Often, the Human Readable Characters (HRCs) show the data that is encoded 
in the bars, but sometimes there is data which is not represented in the HRCs 
and other times there may be HRCs which don't get encoded in the bars.

For most barcode types, the font that is used for the HRCs can be changed via 
the Fonts panel (although a few of the custom formats have fonts which cannot 
be changed).

Fonts & Text

This EAN-13 encodes the data 
501234567890

The bars in this GS1-128 encode the 
data [FNC1]010501234567890043
but the [FNC1] and the last two digits 
do not appear in the HRCs (which also 
include brackets around the first two 
characters).
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For most barcode symbologies, OCR-B is the traditional font for the human 
readable characters. The OpticalBeta font supplied with the WBC4 package is 
visually equivalent to OCR-B, but any other font can be chosen from your font 
list.

Some other fonts are supplied with the WBC4 package. They are used by some 
of the special barcode types that comply with certain Application Specifications.

Normally, when you save an EPS or PDF barcode, a reference to the font that 
was used is saved in the file and the same font needs to be present when the 
barcode is printed. This is not true for TIFF and JPEG as they are purely bit-
mapped graphics.

To overcome the need for the font to be present for EPS and PDF, we have 
added a special feature to WBC4. 

In the Preferences window (accessed from the WBC4 menu), there is an option 
to 'Save' font as outlines. When this item is checked, the HRCs are saved in 
EPS and PDF files as vector outlines, so no font is required. 

For ISSN barcodes, it is also 
possible to change the font 
above the bars (the Label).

Other barcode types only allow 
the HRCs below the code 
(Code Font) to be changed.

Fonts & Text Fonts
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This feature is only available for those fonts which Computalabel provides as 
part of the WBC4 installation:

OpticalBeta
OpticalAlpha
NewSans
MBC3 Symbols
AIAG-Bold
AIAG-Condensed

As well as the HRC text which is used to represent the barcode data, WBC4 
has facility for two Extra Text fields which can be placed around the barcode. 
The text fields can contain text that you enter directly and/or parts of the 
barcode data.

The Txt1 and Txt2 panels allow you to enter the 
text and select the font, size and position of the extra text.

Fonts & Text Fonts

When the "save font as 
outlines" feature is used, the 
characters are saved as vector 
paths in EPS and PDF files.

Extra Text
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The text fields are activated by clicking in the Text checkbox. You can then 
type into the edit field and set the format for the text using the Font, Style 
and size controls. 

The Origin buttons are used to set the point at which the extra text will 
appear. This can be:

After selecting one of the 4 origins, you can move the start point horizontally 
and vertically using the Offset controls.       

Top Left

Top Right

Bottom Left

Bottom Right

Fonts & Text Extra Text
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The x setting determines the horizontal position of the start point and the y 
setting controls the vertical position. You can use negative as well as positive 
measurements and the values can be typed in or set using the arrows.

As well as directly entering the extra text from the keyboard, you can also use 
parts of the barcode data by importing characters into the extra text. Whenever 
the barcode data changes, the imported characters will be updated.

The Use barcode data disclosure button gives you access to 
the data importing controls. When you click on it, the controls 

appear:

Clicking on the Import text from barcode 
data checkbox activates the feature.

You will notice that the words “Using 
barcode data” have appeared in red in the 
main panel. This provides a visual 
indication that barcode data is being used.

In the example on the left, a mixture of 
static text (“Product Code:”) and imported 
text (“29856”) is being used. The imported 
characters will always appear after the 
static text.

You can control which characters from the main barcode data are imported by 
using the pop-up menus:

Fonts & Text Extra Text
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In some cases you may wish to select the characters to be imported by 
counting from the end of the barcode data instead of the start.

For example, if you wanted to always use the last 3 digits of the barcode data 
but the code length varies from barcode to barcode, you would set the 
Counting from menu to right to left and selecting digits 1 to 3:

Note: although you are counting from right to left, the order of the characters is 
NOT reversed.

Fonts & Text Extra Text
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WBC4 lets you color your barcodes any way you like. There are some rules, 
however, which need to be followed:

Most barcodes* are intended to be scanned using red light so the bars must 
appear dark and the spaces must appear light in red light. 

The best combination is black bars and white spaces, but you can use other 
combinations:

 Good Bar Colors  Good Background Colors

 Black    White
 Cyan    Yellow
 Green    Red
 Royal Blue   Pink
     Beige
     Orange

*QR Codes are more forgiving in the colors you can use, although light foreground colors can 

still be difficult to scan.

Color
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 Bad Bar Colors  Bad Background Colors

 White    Black
 Red    Blue
 Orange   Green
 Yellow    Purple

There are certain other dangers to be aware of when using color:

If you are producing process separations, you may be tempted to construct the 
barcode from a number of process colors - DON’T!  A slight mis-register 
between the two colors could render the barcode unscannable and the use of 
halftone dots instead of solid bars reduces edge definition.

However, you can use single, solid process colors if they are valid, for example 
cyan bars and a yellow background.

Producing the barcode from valid spot (or special) colors is also OK. The only 
problem is getting the barcode to print out on the right films.

With some software you can produce parts of the design in different programs 
using identical spot colors only to find that you get 2 films for each spot color 
when you import them into another program and print out.

WBC4 lets you define your own colors, but you can also import color lists from 
files produced in other programs to ensure you get the correct separations.

Color About Color
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The Color systems that WBC4 uses are as follows:

CMYK  A spot color separation using colors constructed from varying 
percentages of Cyan, Yellow, Magenta and Black. 100% of all colors yields 
Black.

RGB  A spot color separation using colors made up from Red Green 
and Blue in varying percentages. 100% of all colors yields White.

Process Colors using the process colors of Cyan, Yellow, Magenta and 
Black. Unlike CMYK, Process does not create a new spot color separation, but 
uses the process separations, although for quality reasons WBC4 only allows 
 you to choose a single process color, not a mix.

Grip (or “trapping”) is the overlapping of elements of different colors so that 
when you print, a slight mis-register between the two colors will not result in an 
unsightly white gap.

 WBC4  gives you the ability to grip the background under the bars by a 
variable amount. 

Although WBC4 does not alter the bar widths when you use grip, the bleeding 
of the background under the bars could cause a color change to the bars where 
the other color grips underneath. In practice, this is rarely a problem as most 
valid bar colors will become darker when another color is printed underneath.

Grip

With Grip Without Grip

Color About Color
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Grip may be a positive amount (background grips under the bars) or negative 
(white space is left around the bars). 

Another way of avoiding mis-register problem is to print the background color 
as a solid underneath the bars. This is achieved using WBC4’s Overprint 
facility.

You also have the option of setting the background color to None. This has the 
effect of making the background transparent so that you can place the barcode 
over a solid color within the design.

(A transparent background is not available in barcodes exported as JPEG files).

Overprint

Using Color

When you first launch WBC4, the barcode color is set to black bars on a white 
background.

To change color, you need to use the Color panel in the Inspector windows.

By clicking on the Bars or Background buttons you select which part of the 
code you wish to change and then click on one of the colors in the list.

Color About Color
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To add a new color, click on the Edit button. A new panel will appear. 

Then, click on the New button. The lower half of the panel becomes active and 
you can choose the type of color you want.

Initially, the CMYK color system is displayed allowing you to choose a new 
color which will be printed onto a separate film for which a specially mixed ink 
will be used.

The color is defined by the amounts of Cyan (C), Magenta (M), Yellow (Y) and 
Black (K) which are used. 

Adding New Colors

Color New Colors
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You can use the sliders to set the amount of each color or type a percentage 
value into the C,M,Y and K edit boxes. Note: 100% black will obliterate all other 
color mixes.

By using the pop-up menu, you can change from CMYK color to RGB color:

Again, you can use the sliders or type in the values. 

RGB Color

Color RGB Color
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Although the use of colors made from more than one process color is not 
permitted (due to the inevitable registration issues of printing bars or spaces on 
more than one plate), you can select any of the built-in process colors for 
printing in a single process color.

The Import... button in the Colors window is used to import colors from an 
EPS file created by another graphics program. That way you can guarantee 
that the barcode will print on the correct spot-color separation.

When you click on the Import button you are asked to select an EPS file.

When you have located the file and clicked on the Open button, the custom 
colors in the EPS file are added to your color menu, so that you may select 
them for your barcode or background.

Importing Colors

Process Color

Color Process Color / Importing
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WBC4 has the facility for Grip which slightly overlaps the background colour 
under the bars to avoid white gaps caused by mis-register.

Grip is adjusted by either entering an amount (in microns) into the “Grip” field or 
by using the up and down arrows.

Note: Grip can be either positive or negative - positive grip overlaps the 
background into the bars and negative grip leaves a clear space between the 
bars and background.

Overprint is selected by clicking on the appropriate checkbox. When this is 
checked, the bars and human readable characters will print over a solid 
background.

Grip

Color Grip
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EAN is the barcode symbology most commonly seen in Europe and the rest of 
the world (outside of the U.S. and Canada).

It is a numeric only barcode system used for identification of retail products. 
Unique numbers are allocated to each separate retail product, not just by 
product brand but by variation (weight, color, flavour, etc..). 
These numbers are known as Global Trade Item Numbers or GTIN. They are 
administered by GS1 and can be 8,12, 13 or 14 digits long. GTIN-13 and 
GTIN-8 numbers are used by the EAN barcode type.

The EAN symbol has two basic formats, the 8 and 13 digit variants. The 13 digit 
code is more common. The 8 digit code is generally used where space is 
restricted.

There are two other variants of EAN which have supplementary “add-on” 
codes: 13+2 and 13+5: Although not often used in practice, the add-on codes 
are available for encoding supplementary information.

The GS1 system is a world-wide standard. Therefore, no two retail products 

EAN

Formats

note: example 
barcodes used in this 
document are low-
resolution and not 
intended for scanning.

EAN 13 EAN 13+2

EAN 8 EAN 13+5
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may have the same GTIN number. To ease the administration of 
number allocation, each country has a country identifier at the start of the 
barcode.
For the U.K., the digits 50 identify U.K. manufacture. Other countries have 2 or 
3 digit prefixes, (93 for Australia, 773 for Uruguay, etc..)

The rest of the GTIN-13 number is divided into the Manufacturer Number, the 
Item Reference Number and the Check Digit. GS1 offices in each country 
assign Manufacturer Numbers. The Item Reference Number is decided by the 
manufacturer, who is free to allocate the available digits as he wishes. It is 
usual for organisations requiring only a few barcode numbers to be assigned 
longer manufacturer numbers, which ensures numbers are not “wasted”.

Although the UPC system preceded the use of EAN codes, EAN was made 
retrospectively compatible. 

All EAN scanners will read UPC and although some scanners that were once 
sold in the USA will not read EAN, such scanners are no longer being made 
and the two systems have become totally compatible.

Like UPC, the EAN symbol size is described by magnification, the allowable 
limits being 80% to 200%. For each magnification there is a recommended (or 
nominal) height. This figure is recommended to ensure symbol readability when 
read by a multi-directional scanner, therefore any reduction in height 
(truncation) should only be attempted if absolutely necessary.

In common with most other barcode implementations, EAN 8 and EAN 13 have 
a check digit which is the last number on the right. It is used to check for an 
error in scanning or data entry. The most common error found with the 
transcribing or keying of data is that of transposition (reversing the order of two 
digits). Therefore, the following system is used:

The Check Digit

EAN About EAN
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EAN The Check Digit 

1. Starting from the right of the number and excluding the check   
 digit, add each alternate digit.

2. Multiply the result of 1. by 3

3. Add all remaining digits.

4. Add result 2. to result 3.

5. The check digit is the smallest number which when added to
  the result of step (4) produces an exact multiple of 10.

For example, the check digit for the number 401234567890 is calculated as 
follows:

 0+8+6+4+2+0 = 20
 20 x 3 = 60
 9+7+5+3+1+4 = 29
 60 + 29 = 89
 89 + 1 = 90 - therefore the check digit is 1.

In both the UPC-A and EAN13 barcode symbologies 12 digits are encoded by 
the bar/space pattern above the human readable character. The major 
difference with EAN13 is that a 13th character (the one to the left of the code) is 
encoded by the variable parity of the left hand side of the code.

The EAN number system uses 3 differing character sets (A,B and C). In each 
character set the bar/space pattern for a given digit is different. The right half of 
the code uses only character set C whereas the left half can use a mixture of 
sets A and B. It is the pattern of the mixture which determines the 13th 
character. For example if the left hand half of the code used ABBAAB then the 
13th digit would be 5. 
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Tolerance / Options

In common with other symbologies, EAN has traditionally had a set of allowed 
tolerances for the quality of the printed code. These measurements relate to the 
maximum variation in the width of a single bar or space and vary according to 
magnification factor:

As the previous table shows, the tolerances reduce rapidly for magnification 
factors below 100%. For this reason the final print method should be 
considered carefully when choosing a magnification factor. For example, some 
printing presses are too variable to consistently print small (e.g. 80%) EAN 
codes.

Generally speaking, EAN codes are fairly consistent in 
terms of appearance. However, there are some custom 
HRC options for particular retailers and systems.

Light Margin Indicators  (LMIs) are used on both the 
EAN 13 and EAN 8 digit options. The LMIs are intended to 
protect the essential light areas to the left and right of the 
code that the scanner needs to recognise the beginning 
and end. EAN 13 has an LMI only on the right side of the 
code as the first digit acts as an LMI for the left side*. EAN 
8 has LMIs on both sides.

Options

Tolerance

   Magnification       Tolerance
  Factor           µ (microns)

 80%  ±35µ
 85%  ±51µ
 90%  ±69µ
 95%  ±85µ
 100%  ±101µ
 105%  ±108µ
 110%  ±115µ

   Magnification       Tolerance
  Factor           µ (microns)

 115%  ±124µ
 120%  ±132µ
 125%  ±140µ
 130%  ±147µ
 135%  ±152µ
 140%  ±163µ

EAN
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The dotted lines show the extent of the light margins for EAN-8 and EAN-13

Short Centre Bars are another option for EAN. In practice, they are rarely 

used, except where an organisation has specified a special layout of Human 
Readable Characters with which the regular dropped centre bars would 
interfere.

In some cases, you may wish to shorten the centre bars only. However, you can 
also produce Short Guard Bars as well.

OptionsEAN

Regular Bars Shortened Centre Bars
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EAN is a fixed length code (8 or 13 characters). The check digit is always used.

The use of light margin indicators is recommended. These can be switched on 
and off from the EAN panel.

The Short Guard Bars and Short Centre Bars controls make these bars the 
same length as the rest of the code when they are checked.

You will notice that the minimum and maximum magnification factors allowed by 
WBC4 are 80% and 200% respectively. You should not attempt to scale the 
barcode further in your design software as it will become unreadable.

The Light Margin Indicator

OptionsEAN
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When using the EAN-13+2 or EAN-13+5 options, an additional data entry field 
called Add on appears. This is where you enter the digits for the 2 or 5 digit 
add-on code.

OptionsEAN
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The Universal Product Code symbology was first used in the American grocery 
industry and has long since expanded into general retail as well. 

UPC barcodes are used to encode GTIN-12 numbers under the GS1 system.

In the standard version, (UPC-A) the barcode consists of a five digit 
manufacturer number and a five digit product number. In addition there is a 1 
digit number system identifier at the start of the code. The number system digit 
denotes the use of one of ten number systems defined by UPC:

 0, 1, 6, 7 and 8 are for regular UPC codes.
 2 is for random weight items, e.g. meat, marked in-store.
 3 is for National Drug Code and National Health Related Items.
 4 is for in-store marking of non-food items.
 5 and 9 are for coupon use.
  

The UPC symbol also has a check digit which is the last digit of the code and is 
calculated according to the algorithm used for EAN.

As with EAN, UPC is described in terms of magnification factor as a 
percentage. The 100% code is the same size as a 100% EAN.

The human-readable characters for the number system character and the 
check digit are printed at a smaller size and separately from the other digits.

Formats

UPC
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There are a number of human readable character layouts in use currently. The 
HRC layout does not affect the encodation of the barcode, but does assist in 
visual identification and the grouping of human readable characters can aid in 
key entry if scanning is not used.

The following are common layouts (note: the hyphens in the HRCs are not 
encoded in the bars).

As well as the standard UPC-A, there is another UPC symbol in common use - 
the UPC-E or “zero-suppressed symbol”. The UPC-E is used on packages 
which would otherwise be too small for a barcode symbol. It actually represents 
a full UPC code and the full code can be re-constructed from  the shortened 
form.

UPC-E

About UPCUPC
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UPC

Only UPC codes using number set zero (i.e. the first digit is 0) and with 
sufficient zeros can be shortened to UPC-E codes. The form and number of 
zeros in the manufacturer numbers dictates how many product numbers are 
available.

Both UPC-A and UPC-E can have addon codes of 2 or 5 digits:

UPC is a fixed length code. UPC-A codes are 12 digits long. UPC-E is 8 digits 
long but as the first digit is always a zero, only the last 7 digits are entered. The 
check digit is the last digit and is always used.

The first and last digits of the HRCs below the code are normally produced at a 
slightly smaller size than the others. They represent the extent of the quiet zone 
and no other part of the design should encroach.

The 2 pairs of bars on the ends of the code which are longer than the rest are 
known as Guard Bars. The 2 longer bars in the middle of the code are the 
Centre Bars.

The Short Guard Bars and Short Centre Bars controls make these bars the 
same length as the rest of the code when they are checked.

UPC-E / Add-Ons

Add-Ons

Using UPC
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Using UPCUPC

You will notice that the minimum and maximum magnification factors allowed by 
WBC4 are 80% and 200% respectively. You should not attempt to scale the 
barcode further in your design software as it will become unreadable.

When using the UPC-A+2, UPC-A+5, UPC-E+2 or UPC-E+5 options, an 
additional data entry field called Addon appears. This is where you enter the 
digits for the 2 or 5 digit addon code.
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The Interleaved 2 of 5 barcode (also known as ITF or I2of5) was developed 
from an earlier symbology called simply Code 2 of 5. Code 2 of 5 is numeric 
and has bars which can be wide or narrow. Spaces carry no information, 
therefore their width is not critical.

The Interleaved 2 of 5 symbology was suggested as a way of shortening the 
length of the code by using the spaces to carry information. Data is encoded in 
pairs of digits with the bars representing the first character of a pair and the 
spaces representing the second character. Therefore, in Interleaved 2 of 5, 
space dimensions are crucial.

The ratio of narrow bar width to wide bar width can be between 2:1 and 3:1 but 
in the UPC and EAN specifications for 14 digit shipping (or traded unit) 
symbols, it is fixed at 2.5:1 and this has become the norm.

Interleaved 2 of 5 was chosen for the standard outer carton barcode because 
it’s printed tolerances are sufficient for the highly variable printing techniques 
used for corrugated cartons.

At the standard 100% magnification, the amount of variation allowed in bar 
width is 0.3mm (0.012”).

The 14 digit ITF case code uses the same check digit calculation as described 
in the chapter on the EAN symbology.

ITF
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ITF Formats / Bearer Bars

The previous example shows the standard human readable character grouping 
for the European traded unit code.  In the US, a 1-2-5-5-1 grouping is used. In 
WBC4, this format is called “ITF 14 US”.   

Outside of the outer-case coding environment, Interleaved 2 of 5 is used for a 
number of bar coding applications with varying lengths of code. 
It should be noted that where variable length ITF symbols are used without a 
check digit, there is a danger of the scanner misinterpreting a partially scanned 
code as a complete code. Therefore when using ITF, the scanner should be 
programmed to expect a fixed length of code or a check digit.

Because of  the imprecise nature of corrugated carton printing, ITF barcodes 
normally employ a bearer bar around the code to protect the symbol from 
excessive plate squash. Three differing types of bearer bar are used:

Abutting

Formats

Bearer Bars
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ITF Bearer Bars / H Gauges

GS1 guidelines state that bearer bars are mandatory for ITF-14.
Horizontal Rule bearer bars can be used for digital methods but Abutting 
bearers must be used if printing plates are employed.

The thickness of the Abutting and Enclosing bearer bars is 4.8mm (0.189 in)
as standard, but can be adjusted using the controls in the Adjustment panel 
(bearer bars must be turned on before adjustment can be made).

It is also common for ITF symbols to carry “H-Gauges”. These offer a quick 
visual check of print quality. 

H Gauges

Enclosing

Horizontal Rule
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ITF H Gauges

There are seven variations of H-Gauge, each having a different distance 
between the vertical bars. Dependent on the magnification factor of the code 
being printed and the amount of print gain expected, two H-Gauges may be 

selected, one of which should always fill-in within the vertical bars, the other 
should remain clear.

If both fill in, the printing plate may need to be cleaned or the pressure on it 
reduced. If both gauges remain clear, there may be insufficient pressure on the 
plate or an error in plate manufacture. 
If you are producing 14 digit ITF codes for outer cases (or shipping containers), 
the size limits  are from 48.7% magnification to 100%. ITF codes which are 
used in other areas might not be restricted in this way. If in doubt, it is best to 
check.

Special ITF controls are available from the ITF panel.

Light Margin Indicators are switched on 
from a checkbox as are the H-Gauges. 
When you select H-Gauges, the Left and 
Right pop-up menus become active 
allowing you to select gauge sizes 1 
through 7.
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ITF Grouping

The Bearer Bar pop-up menu has four options - None, Enclosing, Abutting and 
Horizontal Rule.

Grouping of the human readable characters only happens with ITF 14. If you 
use the variable length ITF option, (ITF Variable), there is an even distribution 
of the human readable characters.

Therefore, if you need a 14 digit ITF code with no grouping, you should use ITF 
Variable and set the length to 14.

ITF Var showing equal spacing of HRCs

ITF-14 showing standard grouping of HRCs

ITF-14 US showing US grouping of HRCs

Grouping
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Code 128 is one of the more recently adopted barcode symbologies and 
certainly one of the most complex. It has many uses in “supplementary coding” 
as defined by global GS1 standards. 

It takes its name from the number of different characters it may encode - the full 
128 ASCII character set (plus other function and special characters). This 
includes all the number and letter characters as well as punctuation marks and 
other computer related codes. 

As Code 128 was developed after many of today’s popular symbologies had 
been in use for some time, its developers were able to design a code that was 
more capable but was also more secure and more compact than the 
established codes.

Code 128 uses 3 separate character sets and can switch between them by the 
use of special shift characters.

Code Set A includes numeric characters, punctuation, upper-case letters and 
computer related codes. It is supported by WBC4's Code 128 Subset A option.

Code Set B is similar to A but does not include the special computer codes but 
includes lower-case letters.

Code Set C is purely numeric. It encodes numbers in pairs, and  therefore uses 
half the space to represent numeric data that would be taken up if Code Sets A 
or B were used.

There are 3 different start patterns (A,B,C) which denote which code set is 
used for the first digits. Thereafter the code set may be changed by the use of 
the Code A, Code B or Code C characters.  

Code 128

Formats
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Code 128 Application Identifiers

The structure of Code 128 dictates that an internal check digit forms part of the 
code. This digit is the last digit before the check character. It does not normally 
form part of the human readable characters.

Many different uses of Code128 have been defined, most of them fall under the 
GS1 system. GS1 has agreed to use Code 128 for certain supplementary 
coding applications and has adopted the use of a FNC1 character immediately 
after the start character to indicate GS1 use and a further two, three, or four 
digit Application Identifier which further defines the intended use of the code.

Common Application Identifiers include:

Application Type of Data    Alphanumeric/  Max.
Identifier      Numeric  Length
00   Serial Shipping Container Symbol  N   (fixed)18
10   Batch Number.    AN   20
11   Production date    N (fixed) 6
12   Due date     N (fixed) 6
13   Packaging date    N (fixed) 6
15   Best before date    N (fixed) 6  
17   Expiration date    N (fixed) 6
20   Product variant    N (fixed) 2
21  Serial Number    AN  20
22  Secondary Data (Health Products) AN  29
241  Customer Part Number   AN  30

The use of the Application Identifier means that codes with similar data will not 
be confused. Furthermore, the use of the FNC1 character eliminates the risk of 
non-GS1 Code 128 symbols being read by mistake.

 

Application Identifiers
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Code 128

In the example below, The GS1-128 format is used with a 2 digit application 
identifier.

This particular sub-type of Code 128 puts parentheses around the first 2 data 
digits. The parentheses don’t appear in the data in the barcode. Also, the FNC1 
character is included at the start of the code. Again this is not entered as all 
GS1-128 codes start with a FNC1 character.

However, it is increasingly common to see composite codes where two or more 
separate items of information are encoded. In such cases, when (and only 
when) the preceding data string is defined as variable length, a second FNC1 
character is required just before the start of the second application identifier 
and this digit is entered into the data entry field using the “Insert FNC1” button.

Application Identifiers 
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Code 128 Character Set

0 SP SP 00
1  !  ! 01
2  “  “ 02
3  #  # 03
4  $ $ 04
5  % % 05
6  & & 06
7  ‘ ‘ 07
8  ( ( 08
9  ) ) 09
10  * * 10
11  + + 11
12  , , 12
13  - - 13
14  . . 14
15  / / 15
16 0 0 16
17 1 1 17
18 2 2 18
19 3 3 19
20 4 4 20
21 5 5 21
22 6 6 22
23 7 7 23
24 8 8 24
25 9 9 25
26  : : 26
27  ; ; 27
28  < < 28
29  = = 29
30  > > 30
31  ? ? 31
32  @ @ 32
33 A A 33
34 B B 34
35 C C 35
36 D D 36

37 E E 37
38 F F 38
39 G G 39
40 H H 40
41 I I 41
42 J J 42
43 K K 43
44 L L 44
45 M M 45
46 N N 46
47 O O 47
48 P P 48
49 Q Q 49
50 R R 50
51 S S 51
52 T T 52
53 U U 53
54 V V 54
55 W W 55
56 X X 56
57 Y Y 57
58 Z Z 58
59 [ [ 59
60 \ \ 60
61 ]  ] 61
62   62
63  _ _ 63
64 NUL ‘ 64
65 SOH a 65
66 STX b 66
67 ETX c 67
68 EOT d 68
69 ENQ e 69
70 ACK f 70
71 BE g 71
72 BS h 72
73 HT i 73

The following table shows the full Code 128 character set.

Character Set

Code
A

Code
B

Code
C

Code
A

Code
B

Code
C
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Code 128 Character Set

74 LF j 74
75 VT k 75
76 FF l 76
77 CR m 77
78 SO n 78
79 SI o 79
80 DL p 80
81 DC q 81
82 DC r 82
83 DC s 83
84 DC t 84
85 NA u 85
86 SY v 86
87 ET w 87
88 CA x 88
89 EM y 89
90 SUB z 90
91 ESC { 91
92 FS | 92
93 GS  } 93
94 RS ~ 94
95 US DEL 95
96 FNC3 FNC3 96
97 FNC2 FNC2 97
98 SHIFT SHIFT 98
99 CODEC CODEC 99
100 CODEB FNC4 CODEB
101 FNC4 CODEA CODEA
102 FNC1 FNC1 FNC1
103       START (CODEA)
104       START (CODEB)
105       START (CODEC) 

Code
A

Code
B

Code
C
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With WBC4.1, a new method of data entry was introduced for GS1-128:
The option GS1-128 Freeform lets you enter application identifiers (AIs) 
enclosed in parentheses along with the data characters.

For example, to produce the following barcode:

you enter the characters exactly as they appear below the barcode:

WBC4 will check the application identifiers within the parentheses and show an 
error message if any data is incompatible or if the check digit for a 14-digit 
article number is incorrect. It also inserts FNC1 characters in the barcode 
where appropriate.

GS1-128 Freeform is the recommended option for all GS1-128 codes. The 
regular “Code 128” option should be chosen for all regular Code 128 barcodes 
which do not fall under the GS1 specifications.

We have also retained the old Code 128 barcode options for users who wish to 
continue using them. The following page details the differences between the 2 
methods.

Code 128 Data Entry Methods

Data Entry
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Data Entry Methods

GS1-128 Freeform
Used for freeform entry of GS1-128

1. Enter parentheses where appropriate

2. No need to enter FNC1 characters 
- they will be inserted automatically

3. Data will be checked for correct structure

Example: This barcode uses 3 separate Application Identifiers. The second AI (10) is defined as 
variable length, so an FNC1 is required before the next AI (17) but you do not need to enter it as 
MBC4 knows that AI (10) is variable length. 
Therefore you just enter: (01)98765432101231(10)017791(17)160110

Other Code 128 options

1. Do not enter parentheses
- Barcode options beginning with “AI”: the parentheses will be inserted automatically.

2. Enter FNC1 characters 
- Barcode options beginning with “AI”: only enter FNC1 before the next application identifier 

following a variable length AI.

3. Data will NOT be checked for correct structure

Example using “AI(2)14(2)6(2)n:
This is the same barcode as above, but will be produced using the old-style barcode options. 

The data that is entered is:
019876543210123110017791[FNC1]17160110

Code 128
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Code 128 Custom Codes

 13.8

Other Code 128 options continued...

Some of the Custom barcodes within the Code 128 family which begin with “AI” 
use application identifiers which are always enclosed in parentheses in the 
human readable characters. The digits in the Application Identifier are encoded 
in the barcode but the parentheses are not. WBC4 provides the parentheses 
automatically.

Unlike the “Freeform” option, these barcode options do not require you to enter 
the parentheses, they are entered automatically. 

The FNC1 character is automatically placed at the start of the code whenever 
you choose GS1-128 or any of the Code 128 custom codes which are GS1-
compatible.

However, if you need to use an extra Application Identifier (AI), you may* have 
to place a FNC1 before the start of the next AI. To do this, you must click on the 
Insert FNC1 button. The FNC1 character will be inserted at the position of the 
cursor. The FNC1 does not show up in the human readable characters.

*Note: subsequent FNC1 characters are only required if the preceding 
application identifier is of variable length. If you require help or advice, please 
contact Computalabel International.
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Code 128

Some barcode styles in Code 128 have the option of an alternative check digit 
calculation. In the example shown above, we are using the “AI 01” option. This 
is a 16 digit barcode where the first 2 digits are the application identifier “01”. 
The following 14 digits are the same as an EAN-14 (ITF-14 case code) and 
follows the same rules for the check digit.

By selecting the “Mod 10_1 (3-16)” option, WBC4 will verify that digits 3-16 
conform to the EAN-14 check digit calculation.

Note: Check Digit must be set to “Verify” or “Auto-correct

Check Digit Options
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Code 128 Settings

 13.10

There are a number of optional settings that can be used with Code 128:

The Data settings panel lets you select the Data Kind as Numeric or 
Alphanumeric.

The Check Digit pop-up menu is only 
active when Numeric is selected 
because although Code 128 always 
has an internal check digit (which is 
not shown in the human readable 
characters), there is also a data check 
digit which is used with numeric-only 
codes.

When the Minimise Length checkbox 
in the Code 128 panel is checked, 
WBC4 calculates the most compact 
way of producing the code using the 
special shift characters and different 
code sets.

Clicking on the Fixed Length checkbox 
allows you to set the length of code so 
that WBC4 will only allow you to 
produce codes of a certain length. You 
can set the length using the up and 
down arrows that appear on the right 
of the panel.
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Subset ACode 128

For non-text ASCII characters

Not used for GS1 barcodes

Although most Code 128 barcodes use the character sets Subset B and Subset C, the specification 
also allows ASCII control code characters to be encoded using Subset A.

Subset A is similar to Subset B except that where subset contains the lower case letters, Subset A 
contains the following control codes:

NUL SOH STX ETX EOT ENQ ACK BEL BS HT LF VT FF 
CR SO SI DLE  DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4 NAK SYN ETB CAN EM 
SUB ESC FS GS RS US FNC4 FNC3 FNC2 FNC1 SHIFT CODE B 
CODE C

The above characters are not available through the keyboard so the software provides an on-screen 
keyboard and uses a custom font to display the control codes in the data-entry field.

While you are using Code 128 Subset A, the regular keyboard is not available for data entry.
Data must be entered by clicking on the keys of the on-screen keyboard.

The on-screen delete key can be used to delete individual characters or if you select multiple 
characters using the mouse, the delete key will delete all of the selected characters.

There are four on-screen keyboard layouts for Code 128 Subset A. The layout is selected by clicking 
on one of the radio buttons at the bottom of the window. You can switch between keyboards as 
required. 

The Control Codes (see above), Uppercase and Others keyboards all contain characters from Code 
128 Subset A. Lower case characters are only available in Subset B, so when you use the Lowercase 
keyboard, the software will switch to Subset B by inserting the appropriate shift characters.  

Code 128 Subset A
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Subset ACode 128

As with other Code 128 barcodes, an internal check character is used. The software 
automatically adds the internal check character.

Code 128 Subset A does not display human readable characters below the barcode, partly due 
to the difficulty of representing the control codes in the HRC text. 

The Lowercase keyboard 

The Uppercase keyboard 

The "Others" keyboard 
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Code 128 Subset A

The same difficulty also has an effect when saving Subset A barcodes. 

In the above example, the default name supplied by the software is
-=ABC.eps
Although the data that was encoded was 
[FF] [CR] A B C

This is because the control codes cannot be represented by a regular font, so characters are 
substituted in the name only. There is no effect on the data encoded in the barcode.
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Code 39 (or Code 3 of 9) is alphanumeric. Although it originally could encode 
39 different characters, it can now encode 43;

01234567890ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ.%$-/+ and Space. 

There is also a start and stop character, represented as an asterisk (*).

Note: Code 39 can also be used in “Full ASCII” mode to encode any of the 
ASCII character set - this uses special options described later in this chapter

Code 39 employs two different widths of bar, termed Narrow and Wide. The 
wide bar can be between 2 and 3 times the width of the narrow bar. This is 
known as the wide/narrow Ratio. The narrow bar may be between 0.0075” and 
0.05” (0.19mm and 1.27mm). This means that a wide range of sizes and printed 
tolerances are possible, although Code 39 is not as compact as some other 
barcodes.

The code height is not dependent on narrow bar or ratio and tends to be 
defined by individual applications.

The internal security of the Code 39 barcode means that misreads are rare, but 
in order to guard against incorrect data entry at the point of creating the 
barcode, a check character is sometimes used.

Many in-house barcode systems use Code 39 as it can carry up to 64 
characters. Also, the flexibility of ratio and narrow bar width means that size 
(and therefore printed tolerance) can be adjusted to suit the substrate and 
method of printing.

Code 39
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The size of Code 39 barcodes is determined by the Narrow Bar, Wide/Narrow 
Ratio and Height settings.

Although it is possible to use Magnification (via the pop-up menu), Narrow Bar 
is the more conventional way of specifying the code size.

Code 39 uses 2 bar widths within the code, narrow and wide. The ratio of wide 
bar width to narrow bar width can be between 2:1 and 3:1. The greater the 
ratio, the easier it is to read the barcode, particularly if you are using a small 
narrow bar width. 

Please note: when using ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1 there is a danger of the code 
failing a quality test. For example, if you use a ratio of 2.0:1 and the code 
thickens slightly, the ratio of wide/narrow bar width may fall below 2:1 and 
render the barcode out of specification. We recommend a ratio of 2.5:1 as the 
best option for most uses.

Code 39 uses the asterisk character to denote the start and end of the code. 
These are always included in the code so you don’t need to enter them. 
However, you can choose whether or not the asterisks are displayed in the 
human readable characters by using the Show Start/Stop control in the Code 
39 panel.

Code 39 Structure
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Code 39 Full ASCII

It has already been stated that Code 39 can encode 43 characters, but there is 
another method of encoding available.

Code 39 Full ASCII can, as the name suggests, encode the full ASCII 
character set of 127 characters. In order to achieve this, many of the 
ASCII characters are represented by pairs of Code 39 characters.

It is important to note that a specially programmed reader is required to scan a 
Full ASCII Code 39. There is no way for the reader to determine from the bars 
which encoding method has been used.

WBC4 provides 2 different data-entry methods for the Full ASCII option-

 Code 39 - Full ASCII A - The alphanumeric method - 
 Data is entered using the information from the ‘Encoding’ 
 column in the table on the next page. This  is normally, but not 
 always, a pair of characters. 

 Example: if you wish to produce a barcode which reads as
    @Ns

 enter   %VN+S

Code 39 - Full ASCII
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Code 39 Full ASCII

 Code 39 - Full ASCII N - The numeric method - 
 Data is entered using the information from the ‘Decimal’ 
 column in the table below. Each decimal code must be 
 separated by a comma.

 Example: if you wish to produce a barcode which reads as
    @Ns

 enter   64,78,115

* Character 127 (DEL) can be encoded using %T, %X, %Y or %Z. There is a 
menu in the Preferences window which selects which one WBC4 should use.

0  NUL  %U 
1  SOH  $A 
2  STX  $B 
3  ETX  $C 
4  EOT  $D 
5  ENQ  $E 
6  ACK  $F 
7  BEL  $G 
8  BS  $H 
9  HT  $I 
10  LF  $J 
11  VT  $K 
12  FF  $L 
13  CR  $M 
14  SO  $N 
15  SI  $O 
16  DLE  $P 
17  DC1  $Q 
18  DC2  $R 
19  DC3  $S 
20  DC4  $T 
21  NAK  $U 
22  SYN  $V 
23  ETB  $W 
24  CAN  $X 
25  EM  $Y 
26  SUB  $Z 
27  ESQ  %A 
28  FS  %B 
29  GS  %C 
30  RS  %D 
31  US  %E 
32  [space]  [space] 
33  !  /A 
34  "  /B 
35  #  /C 
36  $  /D 
37  %  /E 
38  &  /F 
39  '  /G 
40  (  /H 
41  )  /I 
42  *  /J 
43  +  /K

44  ,  /L 
45  -  - 
46  .  . 
47  /  /O 
48  0  0 
49  1  1 
50  2  2 
51  3  3 
52  4  4 
53  5  5 
54  6  6 
55  7  7 
56  8  8 
57  9  9 
58  :  /Z 
59  ;  %F 
60  <  %G 
61  =  %H 
62  >  %I 
63  ?  %J 
64  @  %V 
65  A  A 
66  B  B 
67  C  C 
68  D  D 
69  E  E 
70  F  F 
71  G  G 
72  H  H 
73  I  I 
74  J  J 
75  K  K 
76  L  L 
77  M  M 
78  N  N 
79  O  O 
80  P  P 
81  Q  Q 
82  R  R 
83  S  S 
84  T  T 
85  U  U 
86  V  V 
87  W  W 

88  X  X 
89  Y  Y 
90  Z  Z 
91  [  %K 
92  \  %L 
93  ]  %M 
94  ^  %N 
95  _  %O 
96  `  %W
97  a  +A
98  b  +B
99  c  +C
100  d  +D
101  e  +E
102  f  +F
103  g  +G
104  h  +H
105  i  +I
106  j  +J
107  k  +K
108  l  +L
109  m  +M
110  n  +N
111  o  +O
112  p  +P
113  q  +Q
114  r  +R
115  s  +S
116  t  +T
117  u  +U
118  v  +V
119  w  +W
120  x  +X
121  y  +Y
122  z  +Z
123  {  %P
124  |  %Q
125  }  %R
126  ~  %S
127  DEL  %T, %X, 
  %Y, %Z
  - see below*

Decimal Character  Encoding  Decimal Character  Encoding  Decimal Character  Encoding  
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The ISSN and ISBN barcode formats are both examples of a previously 
established numbering system being linked to a barcode symbology.

In both cases they are linked to the EAN 13 barcode.

The ISBN numbering system has been established internationally over a 
number of years as a method of cataloguing each new book title and edition. 
The adoption of the EAN number in the UK and other EAN-using countries 
allows books to be scanned through stores under the same symbology as that 
used for general goods.

In the U.K., ISBN numbers are administered by:
UK ISBN AGENCY
Midas House, 62 Goldsworth Road, Woking, Surrey GU21 6LQ
Telephone 0870 777 8712
www.isbn.nielsenbookdata.co.uk
   
The ISBN number used to be a 10 digit number consisting of 4 groups each 
separated by a hyphen:

1) Group Identifier Nation or geographical region

2) Publisher Identifier A particular publisher
    Publishers are assigned long or short 
    Publisher Identifier numbers according to the 
    numbers of titles they may publish. 

ISBN/ISSN

ISBN
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ISBN/ISSN ISBN Check Digit

    The longer the Publisher Identifier 
     the smaller the number of digits available in 
    the Title Identifier.

3) Title Identifier  Title or edition

4) Check Digit  Provides an automatic check on the ISBN and 
    is derived from a calculation on the preceding 
    digits. (see below):

Note: With the introduction of ISBN-13, there are now 5 groups of numbers - 
see ISBN-13 section below.

The ISBN check digit used to differ from the EAN check digit , but now that 
ISBN numbers are 13 digits long, the check calculation is the same.
     

The ISBN number is printed above the EAN code and the EAN human readable 
characters appear beneath as normal. OCR-B is used for both, although 
OCR-A was previously specified for the ISBN number. 

The +2 and +5 variants have an add on code which is used to carry in-house 
supplementary information. The five digit add-on is used to encode price.

From January 2007, ISBN numbers became 13 digits long, rather than the 
previous 10 digits. The change was necessary so that the ISBN system has 
sufficient numbers available for future growth. 

Previously, the ISBN number was prefixed with the digits “978” when applying 
the number to an EAN barcode. 

There will now be an added alternative (“979”) prefix in order to expand the 

ISBN Check Digit

ISBN-13
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ISBN/ISSN ISBN-13 /ISSN

numbering system. This means that the full 13 digits must 
now be communicated. The change also requires that the 
13-digit number should appear above the barcode.

When producing ISBN codes, you always enter the ISBN number and WBC4 
calculates the barcode number automatically.

If the above check box is checked in the Preferences window, WBC4 will check 
the placement of hyphens and report any errors (in ISBN-13 barcodes only).

ISBN-13 Freeform is a special version of ISBN-13 which does not require 
hyphens to be entered. You just enter the numbers only and WBC4 checks the 
data and inserts the hyphens at the appropriate points.

ISBN-13 Freeform

You must enter the full ISBN 
number including the check digit. 
For ISBN-13 there must be 4 
hyphens included.
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ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) is used for serial publications i.e. 
magazines and periodicals. The guidelines for the EAN implementation of the 
ISSN are published by:

  Professional Publishers Association
  Second Floor, 35 - 38 New Bridge Street, 
  London EC4V 6BW
  email: info@ppa.co.uk
  Tel: 020 7404 4166

The ISSN/EAN symbol was originally intended for the U.K but has been taken 
up by other countries around the world who use EAN as the standard retail 
barcode.

Each individual title (magazine, newspaper, periodical or journal) is allocated an 
ISSN by the UK National Serials Data Centre administered by the British 
Library.

0123-4560

The ISSN number consists of two blocks of four numbers separated by a 
hyphen. There is no other reason for this structure than to make the number 
easy to read.  The 8th digit of the ISSN is a check digit. 
The calculation used to find the ISSN check digit is modulus 11 but different 
from the ISBN check calculation.

ISBN/ISSN ISSN formats

ISSN
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Prefix
for ISSN

ISSN Number
minus check

Sequence
Variant EAN

Check Digit

ISBN/ISSN ISSN

The two digit add-on (as above) is used to differentiate between the various issue 
numbers. Weekly publications will be numbered 01 - 52 (or 53) through the calender 

The above diagram shows the ISSN/EAN barcode (without the 2 digit add-on code for 
issue number).  The component parts are as follows:

1. The ISSN number - printed above the barcode in the font OCR-A

2. ISSN prefix - The prefix 977 is reserved within the EAN numbering system to signify an 
ISSN code.

3. The ISSN number minus the check digit - Only the first seven digits of the ISSN number 
appear in the barcode. The ISSN check digit is not represented.

4. Sequence variant - A two digit space is used to hold the number of times the issue price 
has changed since the barcode was first used on the publication.*

5. The EAN check digit - This number is calculated from the entire EAN number - 
977+ISSN(without ISSN check digit)+Sequence variant.

* The sequence variant is used to signify a change of price. It can be used to signify a permanent change or a 

“special” issue at a different price from the regular one. This guards against price confusion at the checkout.
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ISBN/ISSN ISBN

year, monthly publications will run from 01 to 12.

In the case of daily publications, the 2-digit add-on is used to signify the week of 
the year and the last digit of the sequence variant encodes the day of the week 
(1 to 7) with only the first digit of the sequence variant available for price 
changes.

The ISSN symbol may appear with or without 
the two digit add-on. The five digit add-on is 
used in some countries.

When entering the ISSN data, you must enter the 8-digit ISSN number 
(including the hyphen after the 4th digit), followed by the 2-digit sequence 
variant.

If the 2 or 5 digit addon is being used, this must be entered in the Addon field.

Printing the ISSN number (“label") above the barcode is optional. The Show 
Label checkbox in the Font panel allows you do switch the label on and off.
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ISBN/ISSN ISSN

When the label is switched on, there are pop-up menus available to set the font 
for the label and the style. The standard choice is OpticalAlpha which is 
supplied with WBC4.
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Codabar was originally developed for retail bar coding, but since the UPC/EAN 
standard was adopted, Codabar has been used in a diverse number of areas 
such as blood bags, photo-processing and waybills.

It is a variable length code with four different start and stop characters (A,B,C 
and D). Any combination of start and stop characters is allowed.

The digits that can be encoded are as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - $ : / . +

A check digit can be used, but in practice this is rare.
The ratio of wide to narrow bar widths can be any value between 2:1 and 3:1.

Codabar

Formats
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Like Code 39, Codabar uses Narrow Bar Width, Wide/Narrow Ratio and Code/
Bar height to determine the size of the code. 
Unlike Code 39, it is always necessary to enter the start and stop characters as 
there are 4 options (a,b,c, & d).

You can enter the start and stop characters as upper or lower case but they will 
always appear as upper case under the barcode. 
In the Codabar panel, there is a control for showing or hiding the start and stop 
characters in the human readable characters.

Codabar Editing
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The Intelligent Mail barcode is used by the U.S. Postal Service for automated 
mail sorting. lt is also known as the USPS OneCode Solution or USPS 4-State 
Customer Barcode (4CB, 4-CB, or USPS4CB).

The barcode combines routing ZlP Code information and tracking information 
into a single 4-state code. lt effectively encodes data from the old PostNET and 
PLANET barcodes into a single barcode while providing a greater range of 
tracking data.

The data in the Intelligent Mail barcode consists of a number of fields:

Tracking Code
 
 Barcode Identifier   2 digits  (second digit must be 0-4)

 Service Type Identifier  3 digits

 Mailer Identifier   6 or 9 digits

 Serial Number   9 digits (when used with 6 digit Mailer ID)
      6 digits (when used with 9 digit Mailer ID)
Routing Code

 Delivery Point ZIP Code  0, 5, 9 or 11 digits
 
Total      31 digits maximum

Like Royal Mail barcodes, and unlike most other barcode types, Intelligent Mail 
codes consist of bars of varying length rather than varying width.  All bars have 
a central ‘Track’ portion and optional ‘Ascenders’ and ‘Descenders’.

Intelligent Mail
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As with other barcode types, you can enter or paste the data into the Code 
field. Intelligent Mail also has an editor window which offers a quick way of 
editing the data and will also check the field values so that any formatting 
mistakes can be corrected. The editor is available via the Edit button on the 
main window.

Intelligent Mail Editing
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When you click on the OK button, the software validates the data you have 
entered and warns of any formatting errors.

Intelligent Mail barcodes are a fixed size so the controls for magnification and 
height are disabled. Even though 20 to 31 digits can be encoded, there are always 
the same number of bars in the barcode (65).

Intelligent Mail Editing
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The Royal Mail 4 State Customer Code (RM4SCC) was developed by Royal 
Mail for use in automated mail sorting processes.  It includes Alpha and 
Numeric characters and is used by organisations sending bulk mail using 
services such as ‘Mailsort’.

The Royal Mail barcode contains the U.K. post code and a 2-character ‘Delivery 
Point Suffix’.

You must enter you post code and suffix without any spaces and the characters 
must conform to one of the following 7 formats.

The post code ‘LE7 9TF’ with suffix ‘1A’ conforms to the 2nd format and would 
be entered as ‘LE79TF1A’.

Like Intelligent Mail, and unlike most other barcode types, Royal Mail codes 
consist of bars of varying length rather than varying width.  All bars have a 
central ‘Track’ portion and optional ‘Ascenders’ and ‘Descenders’.

Royal Mail

Formats

Outward 
Code

ANA
AAN

AANN
AANA

AN
ANN
AAA

Inward 
Code

NAA
NAA
NAA
NAA
NAA
NAA
NAA

Delivery Point 
Suffix

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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 18.2

Each data character consists of 4 bars and a single additional bar is used at 
either end of the code as a start/stop character.  There is also an internal check 
character but WBC4 generates this automatically and it will only appear in the 
bar pattern.  Royal Mail codes are a fixed size and include a 2mm light margin 
on all 4 sides of the code.

Royal Mail codes have no flexibility, they are always the same size.

The data you enter must include the post code and the delivery point suffix, 
without spaces.  The post code must be conform to 1 of the 7 formats described 
on page 18.1

Due to the rigid formatting of Royal Mail 
codes, there are no options available in 
the Royal Mail panel.
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QR Code (or Quick Response code) is a two-dimensional matrix code. It was 
developed in 1994 by Denso-Wave. The popularity of QR codes is due in no 
small part to the rapid growth of the smartphone market with many devices 
capable of reading barcodes using the phone’s built-in camera.

QR Codes are widely used in marketing. Physical objects bearing a QR Code 
can be scanned to provide information on the object or to link to a website. 
Email addresses and telephone numbers can also be encoded to provide 
instant access on a mobile device.

QR Codes

Version  Modules per  
  side

1  21
2   25
3   29
4  33
5   37 
6   41
7   45 
8   49 
9   53 
10   57 
11   61
12   65
13   69
14   73 

Version  Modules per  
  side

15   77
16   81
17   85
18   89
19   93
20   97
21  101
22  105
23  109
24  113
25  117
26  121
27  125
28  129

Version  Modules per  
  side

29  133
30  137
31  141
32  145
33  149
34  153
35  157
36  161
37  165
38  169
39  173
40  177
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QR Codes

The symbol is composed of modules (squares) which can be either dark or light 
(usually black and white). The smallest size for a standard QR code is 21 
modules x 21 modules. This is known as “Version 1”. A number of sizes are 
allowed up to Version 40 which is 177 x 177 modules. 

QR Codes have built-in error correction. This means that the data can be rebuilt 
if part of it is damaged. There are four levels of error correction available (Low, 
Medium, Quality and High). The higher the level, the more space is required 
to hold the error correction codewords.

Some designers take advantage of the error correction feature to obliterate 
parts of the QR Code with logos or other decoration. This inevitably increases 
the risk of the code being unreadable. If too much or the wrong areas of the 
code are obliterated, it will not be possible to reconstruct the data from the error 
correction patterns.

As well as the data and error correction information, QR Codes also contain 
elements which assist the scanner in orientating and recognizing the code. 
There are also areas which contain information on the type and format of QR 
code that is being used.

Data/
Error Correction Data

Finder Pattern

Alignment Pattern

Format Information

Timing Pattern

Version Information

Formats
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Standard QR Codes contain 3 Finder Patterns, 2 Timing Patterns and a 
variable number of Alignment Patterns (Version 2 and above). These 
elements help the scanner to align the image so that individual modules are 
correctly identified.

There is other non-data information:

All codes include Format Information necessary for decoding the symbol. The 
pattern appears twice in each QR Code.

Version 7 and above also contain Version Information. Again, the information 
appears twice in the QR Code.

WBC4 supports the following characters in QR Codes:

0123456789

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

[ \ ] ^ _ ` : ; < = > @ ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + , . /

{ | } ~ ¡ ¢ £ ? ¥ | § ¨ © ª « ¬ ® ¯ ° ± ´ µ ¶ · ¸ º » 1 ⁄ 4  1 ⁄ 2  3 ⁄ 4  ¿

À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Y ß

à á â ã ä å æ ç è é ê ë ì í î ï ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷ ø ù ú û ü ´ y ÿ

QR Codes

Character Set

Structure / Character Set
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The data which is to be encoded is entered in the data-entry field of the main 
window. Because QR codes can contain much more data than regular 
barcodes, there is also an Editor window which can be activated by clicking on 
the Edit button. It allows you to see and edit all of the data. 

By making a choice from the Format menu, an editor window can be selected 
which will format the QR code data in one of a number of standard forms. See 
the following section on QR Formats for more information.

The amount of data, the character set(s) it uses 
and  the Quality (level of error-correction required) 
determines the QR Version number that will be 
used (i.e. the number of modules in the grid). The 
software will always select the smallest suitable 
Version number (as dictated by the official 
specification).

QR Codes Editing
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QR Codes Quality / Size

There are 4 possible choices from the Quality menu; Low, Medium, Good 
Quality and High Quality.

Low will give a low level of error correction and take up less space. High Quality 
will often result in a bigger code with a superior level 
of error correction.

The physical size of each module, and therefore the 
overall size of the code is determined by Mag 
Factor/Module Width.

The menu lets you choose to display the magnification as a percentage or the 
module width (in inches or millimetres).

A magnification setting of 100% equates to a module width of 1mm 
(0.0394 inches).

On-screen measurements show the size of the QR code with and without the 
recommended lights margins. 
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QR Codes QR Editors

The Free-form editor lets you view and edit large amounts of data. When 
you click OK, the window is closed and the code is updated. If you click 
Cancel, the code is unchanged.

The URL editor is used to encode a web address. Please note that the prefix 
“http://” is added automatically by WBC4. Do not enter it yourself.
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QR Codes QR Editors

The Bookmark editor is used to encode a browser bookmark into the QR code. 
2 strings are required; the title (descriptive text) and the URL. As with the 
URL editor, the prefix “http://” is added automatically by WBC4. Do not enter it 
yourself.

The data in the code is automatically formatted to include to MEBKM identifier 
and field separators so that the bookmark is recognised by compatible scanning 
systems.

The Telephone  editor allows you enter a phone number into the barcode data. 
As with the Bookmark option, the data is formatted for automatic recognition by 
compatible systems.
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QR Codes QR Editors

The vCard editor allows you to enter contact details in the standard VCard 
format.

When the QR code is scanned, contact details will be stored in the contacts 
database of compatible devices.

First and Last Name fields are mandatory. All other fields are optional.
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QR Codes QR Editors

The email editor allows you enter an email address and message content. As 
with the Bookmark option, the data is formatted for automatic recognition by 
compatible systems.

The SMS editor allows you enter a telephone number and SMS message 
content. As with the Bookmark option, the data is formatted for automatic 
recognition by compatible systems.
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QR Codes QR Editors

The MeCard editor allows you to enter contact details in the MeCard format - 
an alternative to vCard which is popular on many mobile devices.

The MeCard editor has 2 fixed fields: First Name and Last Name. All other 
fields can be defined using the pop-up menu next to each field. You can choose 
from a range of data types and you can even specify more than one field of the 
same type (e.g if the contact has more than one phone number) as in the 
example above.

If the pop-up menu is set to “-blank-”, any data in the field will be ignored (as 
will any item which has no data).
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QR Codes QR Editors

The vCalender editor lets you create QR Codes which can convey event 
and task information in a form that is compatible with calendar and event-
scheduling software. On most mobile devices the data will be imported into 
your calendar application.

There are fields for the event title, description, location, start and finish times.
It is also possible to specify the times as local or as UTC (Coordinated 
Universal Time).
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As with other barcode types, you can save QR codes as EPS or export as PDF, 
TIFF and JPEG.

We strongly recommend that you save in the file format that you will eventually 
be using to print with.

In particular, you should not save in a vector format (EPS, PDF) and 
subsequently convert the file to a bit-mapped format (PNG, TIFF, GIF, JPEG, 
etc.)

When WBC4 saves a QR code as EPS or PDF, each module within the code is 
a separate vector path. Where 2 modules touch, their edges meet exactly - 
there is no gap.

Some software packages which can open EPS and PDF files (e.g. Illustrator) 
will sometimes show a small gap between modules, even though there is no 
gap. This is a display issue only and will not appear when you print.

Saving QR Codes

On-screen      Printed

QR Codes Saving
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GS1-DataBar symbols can carry more information and identify smaller items 
than the current EAN/UPC bar code. GS1-DataBar enables GTIN identification 
for fresh variable measure and hard-to-mark products like loose produce, 
jewellery and cosmetics. Additionally, GS1-DataBar can carry GS1 Application 
Identifiers such as serial numbers, lot numbers, and expiration dates, creating 
solutions to support product authentication and traceability for fresh food 
products and coupons.

There are three types of GS1 DataBar symbols, two of which have a number of 
variations optimised for different application requirements. 

Name Character Set Capacity Rows
Type 1

Omnidirectional 0-9 AI 01 + 14 digits 1
Truncated 0-9 AI 01 + 14 digits 1
Stacked 0-9 AI 01 + 14 digits 2
Stacked Omnidirectional 0-9 AI 01 + 14 digits 2

Type2
Limited 0-9 AI 01 + 14 digits 1

Type 3
Expanded 0-9,a-z,A-Z,F1+20 others 74 numeric / 41 alpha 1
Expanded Stacked 0-9,a-z,A-Z,F1+20 others 74 numeric / 41 alpha 2 to 11
US Coupon 0-9 25 to 70 digits 2 to 11

The first type of GS1-DataBar includes GS1-DataBar Omnidirectional, GS1 
DataBar Stacked Omnidirectional, GS1-DataBar Stacked and GS1-DataBar 
Truncated. These GS1 DataBar Symbols encode Application Identifier (01) and 
each one contains four symbol characters and two finder patterns. 
GS1-DataBar Stacked and GS1-DataBar Stacked Omnidirectional consist of 
two rows of bars, with a separator pattern between.

GS1-Databar

Types of Symbol

Omnidirectional Truncated Stacked Stacked Omnidirectional
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US Coupon

The GS1-DataBar Limited barcode is the second group of GS1 DataBar 
symbols. It encodes the Element String AI (01). This Element String is based on 
the GTIN-12, GTIN-13, or GTIN-14 Data Structures. However, when using the 
GTIN-14 Data Structure, only the indicator value 1 is allowed. When encoding 
GTIN-14 Data Structures with an Indicator value greater than 1, one of the first 
group of GS1 DataBar symbols must be used.

GS1 DataBar Expanded variations are the third group of GS1 DataBar symbols 
and are a variable length linear symbology capable of encoding up to 74 
numeric or 41 alphabetic characters of AI Element String data. The two 
variations, GS1 DataBar Expanded and GS1 DataBar Expanded Stacked are 
designed to encode primary and supplementary data on items for Point-of-Sale 
(POS) and other applications. They have the same capabilities as a GS1-128 
Symbol except that they are also designed to be scanned by omnidirectional 
slot scanners. They are designed for variable weight products, perishable 
products, traceable retail products, and coupons. GS1-Databar Expanded 
Stacked has 2 to 11 rows of bars, with separator patterns between each row.
Rows may not always be the same length.

The US Coupon format uses GS1 Databar Expanded Stacked to provide a 
replacement for the previous US Coupon format based on UPC and GS1-128.

The new coupon format has a flexible structure allowing a wide range of offer/
redemption information to be encoded. The US Coupon option in the software 
has an editor window which simplifies the encoding of the offer.

GS1-Databar Types of Symbol

Limited
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GS1-Databar US Coupon

Some data fields are 

mandatory

(shown in red)

Other data is optional

If the offer has more 

than one qualifying 

purchase requirement, 

click these boxes.

When you click on the tab 

"2nd / 3rd Qualifying Purchases", 

you can enter the data for 

subsequent purchasing 

requirements (if applicable).



 20.4

StackingGS1-Databar

When the Expanded Stacked and US Coupon variants are used, the Segments Wide 
control becomes active. It lets you change the width of the code by specifying the number 
of data segements per row (only even numbers allowed). This and the amount of data to 
be encoded determines the number of rows.

Recommended Height for these 2 barcode options is based on the recommended row 
height (34 x the narrow bar width per row plus 3 x the narow bar width per separator 
pattern).

2 segments wide         4 segments wide



 20.5

StackingGS1-Databar

When the height of stacked Databar barcodes is altered, you will notice that height of the 
separator patterns does not change. Each row of the separator pattern must be the same 
height as the narrow bar width.



 21.1.1

Datamatrix
Datamatrix is a two-dimensional matrix code consisting of dark and light cells 
arranged in either a square or rectangular pattern. The encoded information 
can be text , numbers or special characters. There are a number of defined 
sizes. The size used is dependent on the amount of data. Error correction is 
used to increase reliability: even if some cells are damaged, the message can 
still be read. A Datamatrix code can store up to 2,335 characters.

Every Datamatrix code is composed of two solid adjacent borders in an "L" 
shape (called the finder pattern) and two other borders consisting of 
alternating dark and light cells (called the timing pattern). Within these borders 
are rows and columns of cells encoding information. The finder pattern is used 
to locate and orient the symbol while the timing pattern provides a count of the 
number of rows and columns in the symbol. As more data is encoded in the 
symbol, the number of cells (rows and columns) increases. Symbol sizes vary 
from 10×10 to 144×144. There are 24 different sizes for square codes and 6 
sizes for rectangular codes. 

Above a certain size, Datamatrix codes are divided into a number of regions, 
each with it's own finder and timing patterns.

In this example, a 52 x 52 Datamatrix, 
there are 4 data regions. Each region is 
24 x 24 cells (not including the finder and 
timing patterns).
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CD CD E!9!E C E!9!E F G H F C
CI CI CD!9!CD C CD!9!CD G J CD H F
CK CK CI!9!CI C CI!9!CI E CD CH CD H
CH CH CK!9!CK C CK!9!CK CI CI IK CH CD
CE CE CH!9!CH C CH!9!CH CE CK FH IG CH
ID ID CE!9!CE C CE!9!CE II CE KK FC ID
II II ID!9!ID C ID!9!ID FD ID HD KF IE
IK IK II!9!II C II!9!II FH IK JI GI FK
IH IH IK!9!IK C IK!9!IK KK IE EE HK KI
FI FI CK!9!CK K IE!9!IE HI FH CIK LC HD
FH FH CH!9!CH K FI!9!FI EH KI CJI CIJ EK
KD KD CE!9!CE K FH!9!FH CCK KE IIE CHL CCI
KK KK ID!9!ID K KD!9!KD CKK GH IEE ICK CKI
KE KE II!9!II K KK!9!KK CJK HE FKE IGL CJI
GI GI IK!9!IK K KE!9!KE IDK EK KDE FDK IDI
HK HK CK!9!CK CH GH!9!GH IED CCI GHD KCE IJJ
JI JI CH!9!CH CH HK!9!HK FHE CKK JFH GGD FHG
ED ED CE!9!CE CH JI!9!JI KGH CLI LCI HEI KGF
EE EE ID!9!ID CH ED!9!ED GJH IIK CCGI EHI GJF
LH LH II!9!II CH EE!9!EE HLH IJI CFLI CDKI HLF
CDK CDK IK!9!IK CH LH!9!LH ECH FFH CHFI CIII ECF
CID CID CE!9!CE FH CDE!9!CDE CDGD KDE ICDD CGJF CDKJ
CFI CFI ID!9!ID FH CID!9!CID CFDK KLH IHDE CLGK CFDC
CKK CKK II!9!II FH CFI!9!CFI CGGE HID FCCH IFFG CGGG

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.*;-,0/:',7!"#$%&'8

E CE H!9!CH C H!9!CH G J CD H F
E FI H!9!CK I H!9!IE CD CC ID CF E
CI IH CD!9!IK C CD!9!IK CH CK FI II CK
CI FH CD!9!CH I CD!9!FI II CE KK FC ID
CH FH CK!9!CH I CK!9!FI FI IK HK KH FD
CH KE CK!9!II I CK!9!KK KL IE LE JI KJ

Allowed Datamatrix Sizes and Data Capacity

Datamatrix uses a number of different character sets and encodation schemes in order to 
reduce the size of the code and provide a wide range of encodable characters. This all 
happens "under the hood", without concerning the user.

Like QR codes, Datamatrix does not usually include a text representation of the data 
below the code. However, there is provision in the GS1 Datamatrix guidelines for human 
readable text indicating the Application Identifiers and associated data.

WBC4's dimensional controls for Datamatrix differ from regular barcode types. The size 
of the barcode is determined by the data that is entered and the magnification factor. It is 
not possible to change the matrix size as the specifications do not permit a larger matrix 
than is required by the data. 
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Using DatamatrixDatamatrix

The physical size of the code is determined by Magnification or Narrow Bar (module) Width. 
100% magnification is equal to a module with of 1mm. 

The Dimensions panel also contains a menu labelled Shape. The available options are as 
follows:

Square - Only square codes will be used.

Rectangle - Only rectangular codes will be chosen.

Either - WBC4 will choose whichever size is smallest but still has capacity for the data.
Note: In some instances a square and a rectangular code will have the same capacity. In 
these cases, the Matrix Size menu will become active and the 2 choices will be displayed 
for the user to choose.
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Options

The Options window contains controls for a number of semi-permanent 
settings.

The choices that you make in the Options window will persist when you quit 
and will be there when you launch WBC4 again. The only times that they will 
change are when you re-edit them or when you wipe WBC4's Resistry.

Default filename

You can change the structure of the file names that WBC4 suggests when you 
save a regular EPS file.

Imagine that you are creating a UPC code using the UPC 451 barcode type 
and the barcode data is 012345678905. Without either of the boxes checked, 
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Options

the suggested filename will be:

UPC-A,012345678905.eps

When you check the Omit symbology/format name from filename 
box, the filename will be:

012345678905.eps

When you check only the Use format name in place of symbology 
name box, the filename will be:

UPC 451,012345678905.eps

Software Version

When you check the Check for updates on launch box, each time you 
launch WBC4, it will check the current version of the software on the 
Computalabel website and report on any newer versions available.

It will show free and paid options along with a download link. 
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Options

C39 Full ASCII '127'

When you use Code 39 in Full ASCII format (see page 14.3) the DEL 
character is included in the characters that can be encoded. As the DEL key 
on a keyboard would normally delete the preceding character, another method 
must be used to enter the DEL character. The pop-up menu allows you to 
select %T, %X, %Y or %Z as the way of entering the DEL character.
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Troubleshooting
This section includes solutions to the most common problems that are 
encountered when using WBC4.

1. Corrupted Registry Data 

Problem: Program crashes

Explanation: Corrupt Registry information

WBC4 stores your preferences and settings in the Windows Registry.

If the data in this file becomes corrupted, unpredictable errors may occur.

Solution:

1. Quit WBC4

2. Locate the "WBC4RegistryReset" utility. It will usually be found in the WBC4 
folder, inside the Programs directory.

3. Run "WBC4RegistryReset" and click on the Reset button.

Note: When the WBC4 Registry information is reset, WBC4 reverts to it's default 
settings. The Adjustment settings will have been reset to zero. It is important 
that these settings are returned to their previous values. 

If you still have problems after using WBC4RegistryReset, please send screen 
shots of any on-screen error messages (and/or error logs if applicable) and 
email them to support@computalabel.com with a full description of the 
circumstances leading to the crash.
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2. Can't save 

If WBC4 is installed and running, but you are unable to save barcode files, it 
could be one of the following:

1. The WBC4.6 Registration file is not installed correctly.

2. Your registration file does not allow you to save one or more of the barcode 
types.

To check which barcode types are unlocked, choose the 
Unlock/Upgrade item from the WBC4 menu.

If the window shows that no barcode types are unlocked 
and the serial number displays as "Not Registered", the 
WBC4.6 Registration file has not been installed correctly.

To install the registration file, click on the "Locate" button in the Unlock/Upgrade 
window and then locate and select WBC4.6 Registration.

Note: if you received 
your registration file as 
a zipped package, 
unzip it before 
attempting this step. 

Troubleshooting Registration File
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Troubleshooting Scanning Problems  

3. Barcodes do not scan 

Common causes of barcodes which don't scan are as follows:

Incorrect Bar Width Adjustment
The bars of all barcodes thicken when printed. WBC4 has the 
facility to compensate for this effect. See Chapter 7 for 
information on how to set Bar Width Adjustment.

Insufficient Resolution
If the printer or other imaging device does not have a high enough resolution 
(dpi), the barcode may not be produced with sufficient detail to resolve the bars 
to their correct widths. See Chapter 7 for more information.

Barcode Too Small
All barcodes are subject to 
published specifications 
which set out the limits of 
barcode size and other 
factors. The specifications for 
some barcode types, e.g. 
Code 39 and Code 128, 
allow for incredibly tiny 
barcodes. At such sizes, a 
very high resolution device is required to resolve the bars to their correct widths.
For example, at the minimum size for Code 39 (0.19mm narrow bar) we would 
recommend a resolution in excess of 4000 dots per inch (dpi).

Barcode not compatible with scanning device
Scanning devices can be configured to scan only certain types of barcode. 
Ensure that your scanner is set up to read the type of barcode you are 
producing.

High Resolution Component Missing
WBC4 barcode files contain a high resolution 
component (PostScript, JPEG or TIFF) and low-
resolution version (72dpi TIFF) which is used by 
some software to provide an on-screen image. 
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Troubleshooting Scanning Problems  

The screen image is intended for position only and should not be printed. To 
avoid this problem, save your barcode in a format which is compatible with your 
graphics software.

Light Margin Encroachment
The single biggest cause of unreadable barcodes at the checkout is insufficient 
light margin. If there is not sufficient space 
between the bars and other elements of the 
design, it may be difficult for the scanner to 
differentiate between the barcode and the 
surrounding design, causing a mis-scan.
Care should be taken when placing the 
barcode into the design. 

All users of WBC4 are entitled to unlimited email and telephone 
support.

If this guide has not provided a solution, please do not hesitate 
to contact us. We are happy to answer all questions on the 
operation of the software and all aspects of barcoding. We will 
also examine any printed barcodes and advise you of any 
adjustments that may be required.

Contact us by email at:
support@computalabel.com

or by phone:

North America:
Tel: 800-289-0993

United Kingdom:
Tel: 0116-243-2653

Rest of the world:
Int+ 44-116-243-2653
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